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Executive Summary
This document is the second deliverable of 5G!Pagoda WP5. It contains a report
on the work conducted up to M24 on the definition of an evaluation methodology
and its evaluation with practical use cases.
The deliverable presents the initial methodology for assessing the quality of a
specific virtual network component performance on top of the proposed
NFV/SDN-based architecture. It gives the means to measure and assess the
requirements and quantified parameters for the deep data path programmability,
customized control plane components and the end-to-end service dimensioning.
Additionally, the deliverable includes the evaluation of the practical use cases
resulting from the integration process. The evaluation addresses efficiency of a
solution’s behaviour on specific hardware, the effect of subscriber patterns on the
virtualized services, system elasticity, and service availability.
These assessment results are the base of building an evaluation methodology
suitable for assessing the capabilities of specific network slices to be deployed on
top of a common infrastructure and for responding to the requirements of the
specific use cases. The aim is, to provide an evaluation methodology for the
5G!Pagoda testbeds, and to contribute with the resulting studies to the testing
and evaluation methodologies of 5G technologies under 3GPP.
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Abbreviations
Throughout this document, the following acronyms, listed in Table 1, are used.
Table 1 - List of Acronyms
Abbreviations

Original terms

AMF

Access and Management Function

API

Application Programming Interface

BSSO

Business Service Slice Orchestrator

CDN

Contents Delivery Network

DSSO

Domain Specific Slice Orchestrator

E2E

End to End

ICN

Information Centric Networking

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LCP

Lightweight Control Plane

MVNO

Mobile Virtual Network Operator

NFV

Network Function Virtualization

NFVO

NFV Orchestrator

RAN

Radio Access Network

SDN

Software Defined Network

UE

User Equipment

UPF

User Plane Function

VIM

Virtual Infrastructure Manager (ETSI NFV)

VNF

Virtual Network Function (ETSI NFV)
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation, Objective and Scope
This deliverable aims at providing a general and unified evaluation methodology that can be adapted and
reified in different ways according to the specific requirements, characteristics, and peculiar features of
the targeted single slice and composed E2E services. The ambition is to be able to give general
methodological guidelines, operational procedures, and how-to considerations, which are not only
followed in a uniform and unified way for all the practical use cases that are of interest for the 5G!Pagoda
project, but also be able to serve the community of researchers/practitioners in the field in any case of
dimensioning and performance optimization of deployment environments with software network slices.
As described in D5.1 “Initial Report on the integration of the Testbeds, Experimentation and Evaluation”, a
new approach was taken for the integration of the different prototypes within the harmonized testbed
infrastructure in Japan and in Europe.

Figure 1 - Testbed Integration Approach
Figure 1 illustrates the integration process. During the ignition phase, a set of software network slices were
developed based on the initial developments in WP3 and in WP4 to showcase specific use cases which are
of interest towards the European and the Japanese market. The ignition testbeds include the 5G
Playground in Berlin, the FLARE & O3 testbeds in Tokyo, and other initiatives from the partners to build
dedicated slices. Additionally, an initial evaluation of the use cases has been provided in order to perform
a feasibility check of the ignition testbeds before the actual integration phase, which are described in D5.1.
Based on this information, it is further developed an evaluation methodology that is suitable for the
capability assessment of specific network slices to be deployed on top of a common infrastructure and to
respond to the requirements of the specific use cases.
The project just entered phase 2 with the integration of the slices and optimization towards customization
of the use cases. This will happen up to Month 30 that will include different orchestration solutions
depending on the location.
Table 2 includes the list of the considered use cases that will be further described and carefully evaluated
in the following sections.
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Table 2 - Use case scenarios
Slice Name

Use case addressed in the
ignition testbeds

Included technologies

Target location
(EU and/or JP)

ICN-CDN

Dynamic CDN as a Service

Deep
data
plane
programmability, Multi-domain
orchestration, Slice stitching.

EU/JP

IoT-Video slices

IoT and Video slices and a
dynamic real-time slice for
emergency handling on
IoT site

Dynamic slicing, multi-slice
interoperation,
Slice
prioritization,
Slice
policy
management, slice resource
management, slice selection,
lightweight control plane.

EU

Healthcare

Utilization of MVNO slice
as
an
example
of
application to health care
market

Realizing security NFV by Deep
data plane programmability.

JP

Form end-to-end slice from
MVNO.
Implement resources, security
NFV etc. held by MVNO on endto-end slice.
Interaction with orchestrator.

Deep data plane
programmability

Programmable data plane

Realizing highly programmable
network node architecture.

EU/JP

End-to-end slice
instantiation

End-to-end network slice
instantiation
and
orchestration
including
the RAN

Slice orchestrator, RAN Slicing,
EPC slicing, and transport
slicing.

EU

As mentioned, this deliverable focuses on the initial methodology for assessing the quality of a specific
network slice performance on top of the proposed 5G!Pagoda NFV/SDN-based architecture. This ambitious
and very general goal has to consider some assumptions that can simplify and make more concrete/less
generic the methodology itself.
In particular, the methodology described in this deliverable, specifically fits the following assumptions:


Focus on functional and non-functional performance indicators
The methodology has the ambition of addressing the evaluation, validation, and assessment of
functional features and non-functional performance results (and related sub-optimal tuning).



Typical granularity at the network slice level
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The methodology is conceived and tuned to properly work at a relatively coarse level of
granularity, not at the single-operation level. The rationale is that such an approach simplifies and
reduces the space to be explored during practical and feasible evaluation processes. The primary
aim is, again, the possibility of broad applicability and exploitation, including in cost-effective and
more industry-oriented evaluation processes.


Validity of extrapolation of performance behaviours of E2E services via the combination of
observed behaviours at network function level
Based on this granularity, some first-level approximations about the performance of an E2E
service, deriving from the interaction of the evaluated network functions can be derived. In
particular, the methodology adopts simple linear and bottleneck-constraining combinations of
performance results as a first approximation; these approximations are used to identify most
relevant bottlenecks and consequently take primary dimensioning decisions for performance
tuning; then, the evaluation methodology is iterated for more refined evaluation, also based on
second-level observed bottlenecks and sensitivity.



Adopting successive refinement steps in an iterative process
As already mentioned above, the methodology promotes an iterative evaluation process, wherein,
with several successive refinement steps, it is possible to improve the engineering efficiency of the
supported services and E2E composed services via proper dimensioning, re-evaluation, and finergrained tuning of the evaluated slices. The simplifying assumption is that oscillatory and
resounding effects on the overall behaviour and dependance of single VNF configuration
parameters are either negligible or compensated by the iterative/sensitivity-oriented approach.

1.2. Structure of the document
Following this introductory chapter, the remaining part of the document is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 provides the evaluation methodology of the 5G!Pagoda system in order to provide a
comprehensive process on how to assess the characteristics of a set of practical use cases in a
quantifiable manner.



Chapter 3 includes the definition, the experimentation and the evaluation of use cases as a set of
prototypes for representative applications within the 5G networking environment.



Chapter 4 summarizes and concludes the document. In addition, it includes the brief summary about
the current status of the integrated 5G!Pagoda architecture.

1.3. Relation with other WPs
Relationships with other WPs are summarized below:


This document mainly focuses on the evaluation of the overall uniformity of the European and
Japanese testbeds as well as the architectural improvements investigated in Task T2.3.
Furthermore, the set of reference use case scenarios derived in WP2 has been considered for the
development of the integrated scenarios.
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The lightweight core network and programmable data plane components and new features
provided by D3.2 “First slice components”, as well as the 5G!Pagoda orchestrator detailed in D4.2
“Network Slice orchestration” are represented by the proof-of concept applications developed in
Task 5.3.
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2. Evaluation Methodology
2.1. Introduction
This section reports on the research advancements into defining an appropriate performance evaluation
methodology for testing, evaluating and comparing the quality of a specific network slice performance on
top of a common architecture. The role of this methodology is to provide a comprehensive process on how
to assess the characteristics of a set of practical use cases in a quantifiable manner, by using an appropriate
set of parameters.
In particular, the methodology combines the typical performance evaluation metrics from telecom
infrastructures with the ones coming from software development side, as well as with the 5G!Pagoda
specific ones. Through this, the software performance evaluation aims to give a comprehensive overview
of the quality of an overall solution.
The designed performance evaluation methodology addresses a majority of services, as the various
parameters are independent from the services themselves. However, in order to bind it to the 5G!Pagoda
architecture, a benchmarking framework that addresses the 5G!Pagoda specific dimensions is also defined
as a generic framework used to measure and evaluate mainly slice characteristics, deep data path
programmability, customized control plane components and the end-to-end service dimensioning as a
common term between the different practical scenarios.
In addition, the defined KPIs are further extended and refined within the practical scenario in Section 3 in
order to provide a comprehensive performance process which has to be executed for assessing the
performance of the given use case solution on a specific system.

2.2. Software network performance definition
A set of multiple dimensions have to be jointly considered in order to evaluate and assess the performance
in 5G!Pagoda targeted scenarios. The obtaining results should be useful to refine and optimize the
deployment decisions and configuration settings in the overall operational systems that are provisioning
the requested E2E services. In this section, the generic network performance dimensions are defined, while
in the next section, these dimensions are further split into the different metrics associated with their
characteristics.

Figure 2 - Dimensions of Software Network Performance
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Figure 2 illustrates the adopted performance model of software network consisting of four main
dimensions:
1. Workload (input)
It represents the amount of external work requests received by the system. The workload models
the demands of subscribers to use the system under design, implementation, and deployment. A
given system has to cope with the incoming workload in order to be able to offer its services to
the appropriate number of subscribers with the requested quality of experience.
2. Resources (output)
This dimension represents the compute, network, and storage requirements for supporting a
specific quality of service for a specific workload of users. The lower level of resources consumed,
the better the software implementation. The resources consumed are highly dependent on the
specific hardware infrastructure and virtualization enablers that are used as basis for the software
system.
3. System KPIs (output)
The system KPIs represent the quality of service which is offered to the subscribers, for instance,
latency, quality of data exchange as well as percentage of missed interactions. In this case, there
are minor differences compared to the traditional KPIs due to the exploitation of software-only
components and virtualized resources.
4. Life-cycle KPIs (output)
With the virtualization of network functions, a large number of KPIs related to the life-cycle of the
service and consequently of the network slice, have to be considered. As the services are deployed
and reconfigured on demand (as well as in terms of continuous integration), this may result in
frequent upgrades. Therefore, the quality of how fast a new version of a service is made available
to subscribers with which kind of supporting cloud resources needs to be considered.
On each of the four dimensions explained in the above, there are a large number of applicable metrics
considering on which different parameters may vary during the operation of the overall provisioned
system. Accordingly, the quality of the system is represented by a set of points in the 4 dimensional space.

2.3. 5G!Pagoda benchmarking framework definition
This section defines specific KPIs for assessing the interoperability of the 5G!Pagoda architecture and for
evaluating the performance of the deeply programmed network functions.

2.3.1. 5G!Pagoda slice characteristics related KPIs
1. Isolation
The assessment of slice isolation considers the following criteria:


Traffic isolation between slices.
A UE in one slice should not be able to send traffic to UEs or VNFs in other slices unless interworking
between the slices has been explicitly set up. Traffic isolation should also be addressed at a service
level, both on user plane and control plane. Thus, a VNF in one slice should not be able to send
traffic to VNFs in other slices, unless the slices have been stitched. Control plane traffic between
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slices should only be allowed through defined connection points or message buses. Each slice
should be able to have its own address space, which can overlap with other slices without
interference. It is possible that a single slice tenant will operate several slices. In such case, the
isolation between them can be weaker if accepted by the tenant or justified by inter-slice
communication. Moreover, in some cases, the Dedicated Slices (as defined in deliverable D2.3) are
built using common functions of the Common Slice. Using the common slice reduces the isolation
between the traffic of dedicated slices, but at the same time, the Common Slice provides multiple
benefits like a smaller blueprint and faster Dedicated Slice provisioning time.


Bandwidth isolation between slices.
A slice of a user should not be able to exceed its allocated capacity on the air interface so that it
does not cause capacity degradation in the other slices. Slices can be defined with requirements
in terms of minimum bandwidth. The critical bottleneck is typically on the radio interface. It should
be possible to define a minimum bandwidth available per UE. Once each UE receives the minimum
bandwidth, the remaining bandwidth is shared among UEs. In case of over-allocation, when the
sum of minimum bandwidths exceeds the total bandwidth, the bandwidth must be reduced in a
proportion to the minimum bandwidth with consideration of the slice priorities. The capacity is
separately measured in each direction. In fact, two-level schedulers are needed. The first one
provides an allocation of bandwidth to a slice, and the second one allocates traffic to slice users
according to their traffic category. The per-slice allocation should be dynamically made based on
the monitoring of users’ KPIs.



Resource isolation between slices.
Slices utilize shared resources, such as the NFs in the common slice and the orchestration and
infrastructure management nodes. VNFs are also deployed on a shared virtualization platform.
The impact of a slice exceeding its resources must be minimized. The shared resources should
provide methods for isolating the resource usage between slices. The capacity in the networks
(user plane, control plane, management plane) internal to a slice should be isolated from the
networks of the other slices. Networks can be defined with requirements in terms of minimum
bandwidth. In case that the minimum bandwidth cannot be provided to all slices because of the
limited capacity, slice priorities are considered. The isolation of resources can be provided in
different ways, for example, native isolation of RAN resources using ciphering, etc.

2. Deployment time
For the assessment of deployment time, the following KPIs are addressed:


Slice deployment time KPI.
This KPI evaluates the time for deploying an end-to-end slice excluding the deployment time for
its services. It is measured from the time of the slice deployment triggering event (API call)
(excluding the configuration time such as definition of the slice and uploading of templates and
scripts) to the time that all VNFs are deployed, and the networking between VNFs as well as RAN
configuration for UE access is set up.



Service deployment time KPI.
This KPI measures the time for deploying an end-to-end service. It is measured from the service
triggering event (API) to the time that service of a slice is fully available to the slice users. Unlikely
to the slice deployment time KPI, it includes the time for configuration and start-up of software in
the VNFs.
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2.3.2. Deep data path programmability related KPIs
Functional criteria
1. Deep programmability related requirements
For the assessment of data path programmability, the following items should be addressed:


High-level language for the data plane programming.
The deep data path programmability is an important technology to enable the network
softwarization, which is one of the novel features of 5G!Pagoda. However, the data path
programmability has to be consistent with the high performance. So far, the software
programming of the data path with the high performance has been obtained by using FPGA.
However, the source code has to be usually written in VHDL (VHSIC hardware design language)
which requires skills of hardware design background. Recently thanks to the poll mode driver
running in user space, the data path programmability with the high performance can be obtained
by the source code written in C or C++ language.



Modularity of the code used in the data plane.
The source code for the software used in the data plane implementation shall be written by
human-readable language. In addition, to improve the reusability and the productivity of the
software for the implementation of VNFs, the modularity of the software is important.
Programming from scratch is both time-consuming and error-prone. The modular software can
improve maintainability through reusability.



Depth of programmability.
The packet processed in the data plane consists of the header and the payload. Usually, it is
sufficient that the data plane programmability is limited to the packet header. However, the
capability to program the entire packet is desirable in some cases. For example, the capability of
processing native ICN packets in a slice is desirable for saving IP headers used in the overlay
network. The data plane programmability should not be limited to IP packets but include non-IP
packet or any other format of packets.

2. Performance assessment parameters
The programmable data plane requires comparable performance to that provided by hardware.
For the evaluation of the data plane throughput, the packet length used in testing is addressed. In
general, the 64bytes length shall be used together with 1500bytes or the average packet length
used in the service. However, the requirement of the short packet throughput testing will be given
by SLA of the slice use case providers.
One of the platform options to enable the data plane programmability is to utilize multi-core
network processors. The performance can be improved by the increase of the number of CPUs in
the multi-core network processors. In general, the desired throughput could be obtained by using
as many CPUs as possible. In terms of the efficient utilization of the computing resources, it is
wasteful to use CPUs without optimization. Hence, the evaluation of the scalability of the
performance is another parameter for the performance assessment. Namely, the throughput shall
linearly increase as a function of the number of CPUs to avoid the wasteful usage of CPUs.
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Another parameter for the evaluation is the maximum number of flows to obtain the requested
throughput. The flow table size is limited by the memory size of the computing resources. The
performance can be optimized by the cache algorithm together with the cache memory size.
Non-functional criteria
1. Data plane integration capability
To ensure the integration of multiple domains, the deep data path programmability can provide
functions such as the packet header or protocol conversions. For instance, in the network
virtualization platforms, VLAN is often used. In order to integrate the multiple domains, the slice
stitching using VLAN ID conversion will be required. The flexible packet header manipulation is a
strong benefit of the deep data path programmability. The VLAN ID conversion functionalities can
be easily implemented by the software.

2.3.3. Customized control plane components related KPIs
The following KPIs cover the expected parameters of a customized control plane, from a core network
perspective. Although highly dependent on each other, these KPIs give a good impression of the capabilities
and state of the system. In a mobile network, these KPIs are usually computed continuously. This allows
the network administrators and planners to execute specific actions, in order to maintain the target service
levels.
Functional criteria
1. Attachment Success Rate
It represents the likelihood that a user is able to register to the system and to have the opportunity
to enjoy the specific services – this KPI measures how many attachment procedures are succeeding
out of the overall amount of attachment procedures initiated by the UEs during normal system
operation.
2. Session Establishment Success Rate
It indicates the likelihood that a user can successfully establish a session to a specific system. The
session represents the different changes in the state of the subscriber such as dedicated bearers
established, etc. Because of the high variation in types of procedures, different procedures should
be considered separately.
3. Session Drop Rate
It represents the frequency of the user sessions being interrupted due to network conditions.
4. Attachment Delay
It measures the delay between the start and the completion of an attachment procedure. The
attachment delay KPI is a dual parameter KPI, depending on the dimensioning of the system, i.e.
when more users are attached to the system, the system may have a larger attachment delay.
5. Session Transaction (Operation) Delay
The session transaction delay represents how fast the system can process the specific operations
related to the session modifications.
6. Data Path Delay (over control plane)
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Computing the end-to-end delay for data traffic over control plane. Small data packets are
encapsulated into NAS messages and sent through a Non-IP PDN connection. The data path delay
is represented by an average delay for all the packets received within a specific second.
Non-functional criteria
1. Dimensioning of the system
The following dimensions express the actual size of the system:


Total number of subscribed devices (UE population).
It represents the number of IMSIs that can be served by the system. When the specific usage of
the system is known, the number of subscribed devices is enough for the dimensioning of the
system. At every moment of the time, depending on the specifics of the given system, a set of
operations are executed for a certain number of users. These operations will change the state of
the system.



Number of connected devices (connected UE population).
From the UE population, a part of it will be connected to the network. The connected UE
population is relevant to the different measurements, as the active devices consume resources
especially for the control plane. In case of NB-IoT communication, the number of connected
devices at a specific moment in time is highly reduced as these devices typically disconnect from
the network for longer periods of time in order to save battery power. A disconnected device does
not consume power for maintaining a communication network.

2. Required resources
It represents the required technical resources in order to provide the desired KPIs. Assuming that
all system components operate in a virtual environment, the operators supporting the virtual
environment will need to ensure that enough physical resources and proper connectivity are
provided.

2.3.4. End-to-end service dimensioning related KPIs
Each slice can offer a single service or multiple services. In case of a single service, it can be embedded into
slice blueprint. Therefore, its scalability is directly linked with slice scalability. In case of multiple services,
each service needs separate dimensions. Such dimension is similar to dimensioning in a classical case,
however, due to virtualized implementation, the scaling in/out mechanism of VNF resources significantly
contribute to the maintenance of the service related KPI at the appropriate level. The service dimensioning
should take into account the number of expected service users and service-specific KPIs. In case of an endto-end service of slices created in multi-domain environment, the issue is to provide appropriate resource
allocation in each of the domain. For such services, KPIs should be measured per domain, and the business
orchestrator (described in D2.3) should enforce proper allocation of resources in the congested domain.
As service related KPIs are not universal, an appropriate solution have to be found to translate service
requirements related KPIs into a set of parameters that are readable by slice management and/or
orchestration system. Due to the capability of dynamic resource allocation to slices or theirs VNFs, the
service dimensioning in the virtualized network is a less critical issue, as long as fast and effective resource
allocation mechanism is implemented.
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3. Use cases evaluation
This section is related to the evaluation of the individual use cases exploiting the guideline indications
provided by the methodology defined in the previous chapter. However, all defined KPIs will be fully
addressed after the completion of the integration process.
Specifically, each section includes the description of the specific use case together with the testbed
configuration and the description of the setup deployed for the evaluation. A set of prerequisites that have
to be checked before running the tests are defined. Furthermore, an overall functional evaluation with the
description of the metrics and the related results are provided. These tests are meant to assess that the
proposed functionalities are correctly integrated and operate as part of the overall system. In addition, a
non-functional evaluation is performed, including deployment and provisioning tests, performance tests,
workload tests, etc. Finally, some significant results related to the evaluation of the use case are
highlighted.

3.1. ICN-CDN use case
3.1.1. Use case description
The use case “ICN/CDN combined contents delivery” is aimed at providing an efficient content delivery
service by combining the Dynamic CDN slice (CDNaaS) of Aalto University and the ICN/NDN slice that
Waseda University together with Japanese partners are trying to realize based on 5G!Pagoda architecture.
Contents delivery, especially video contents, is already a major traffic occupying around 70% in mobile
communication, and still increasing. This will cause the congestion in core network side when 5G mobile
system started the operation. This approach is to solve this problem by combining two types of slices
dynamically. One of the slice is the of dynamic CDN slice which allocates the contents cache servers at the
optimum locations depending on the nature of the contents that the slice will offer and the possible user’s
distribution. Cache servers will be place in different domains even across the national boundaries. Another
slice is the ICN slice which is used in the regional distribution part of the network. ICN slice works efficient
contents delivery by the power of the name based access and the autonomic contents caching by the
network nodes, which enables the contents delivery from the nearby network node, thus reducing the
duplicated contents transfer on the transmission link and also will provide the shorter response time. This
use case also intends to demonstrate some of the innovative features of 5G!Pagoda. Those are the deep
data plane programmability, the slice stitching (slice chaining) capability, Multi-domain orchestration,
optimum VNF allocation, and slice resource scalability. This scenario also aims at connecting between Japan
and Europe to demonstrate the service.
Two slices have different life cycles. ICN slice has a longer life cycle connecting varying contents sources.
On the contrary, Dynamic CDN slice is dedicated to special events, and has a shorter life cycle. Possible
example is the coming Tokyo Olympic game situation. The Olympic dynamic CDN slice will be created
covering many domains such as Japan, Finland, Germany, France, et. al, and cache servers are placed at
the locations based on the provisioning algorithm. Then these cache servers are stitched to the existing ICN
slices which cover each domain. For the ICN slice, created CDN cache servers are treated as new contents
sources. Since the protocol and the data format are different form each slice, a gateway function is
requested to stitch these slices. The gateway function is created in the ICN slice based on the provisioning
algorithm.
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In the followings, operational sequence will be described in some detail. This is not the complete one but
is the basic sequence.

3.1.2. Pre-assumptions


A CDN slice will be created under the control of the EU testbed and an ICN slice will be created
under the control of the Japanese testbed.



In the CDN slice, four types of major VNFs will be used, namely the coordinator, the cache server,
the transcoder, and the streamer. The streamer will not be used for this ICN/CDN combined
contents delivery service. The transcoder will be used in future, but it is not used for this system
integration.



One of the cache servers will be located in Japan and connected to the ICN slice created in the
Japanese testbed.



In the following sequence, the interactions between the Japanese side of orchestrator and the
European side of orchestrator will be made.



It is assumed that the ICN slice will be created as one of the slices on the FLARE nodes.



The ICN VNF’s are implemented on the Flare nodes as Docker Images, which are activated by the
control of the Japanese side of orchestrator.



One of the ICN VNF’s has the capability to work as an ICN gateway. This function is activated by
the Japanese side of ICN coordinator.

3.1.3. Service sequences
ICN Slice creation
1. The ICN Slice owner sends a slice creation request to the Japanese side of orchestrator via the ICN
Slice Coordinator:


To assign the resources for the creation of the ICN slice



To deploy and activate the ICN node Docker Image



Inputs from the ICN slice owner are the number of nodes, node IDs, link configurations among
the nodes, capacity of the links



At the ICN slice creation, the orchestrator informs the dedicated IP address of each ICN nodes
to the ICN Slice Coordinator.

2. The ICN Slice Coordinator initializes the ICN nodes:


Populate the routing table (FIB) of each ICN node

Slice stitching
3. A CDN slice is created by the control of the EU side of orchestrator at the request of the CDN
Coordinator.
4. The CDN Coordinator requests to the EU side of orchestrator for the slice stitching toward the ICN
service on the testbed in Japan.
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5. The ICN slice coordinator selects an ICN node which works as an ICN gateway by resource
information and so on, and send a response for slice stitching with the information for the
stitching.


Node selection algorithm will take into the account the situation that is described in D4.2
“Network Slice orchestration” section 4.1 “Dynamic resource provisioning for slice stitching”

6. The orchestrators of EU and JP exchange the information to configure a GW for the slice stitching:


IP address related to a CDN cache server for interworking and the CDN coordinator are
informed.



IP address of the corresponding ICN gateway.

Content delivery service
7. User requests the contents menu table to the coordinator of the newly created dynamic CDN slice.
8. CDN coordinator returns the contents menu table to the requested user.
9. User selects the contents. Selection is informed to the CDN coordinator.
10. Coordinator returns the exact name of the selected content to the user which is used in ICN slice:


Exact Name is configured with the selected content name and the gateway ID as a routable
prefix



Contents file size is also informed



Sequence 7 to 10 enables the CDN coordinator know the content popularity, which will be
used for the cache server location decision and the efficient contents caching strategy

11. CDN coordinator checks whether the request to the content is the first one or not:


If it is not the first request, CDN coordinator leaves the sequence



If it is the first request, sequence 12 to 14 are carried out

12. CDN coordinator checks whether the requested content is already cached in the cache server.
13. If the requested content is not cached yet, CDN coordinator initiates the download process.
14. CDN coordinator communicates with the gateway, and initiate the content download procedure
to the gateway carried by the gateway:
15. User requests the content to the ICN slice using the exact name returned from the CDN
coordinator.
16. The sequence afterward follows the basic one of the ICN.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the sequence diagram of the procedures described above.
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Figure 3 - Sequence diagram for ICN slice creation and stitching with CDN slice
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Figure 4 - Sequence diagram for final content delivery

3.1.4. Testbed configuration
For the initial testbed for the proposed ICN/CDN combined content delivery service, we successfully
conducted a basic video content file transmission via the OpenStack deployment in Helsinki (September
2017).
Regarding the OpenStack deployment at Waseda for the experiment with Aalto University, there are two
nodes: controller node and compute node. They are set up with OpenStack components and service with
the following server specs:
- Controller Node:
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 v3 @ 3.40GHz
RAM 16GB
HDD 2TB
- Compute Node:
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1245 v3 @ 3.40GHz
RAM 32GB
HDD 2TB

The network system deployed at Waseda is depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Network deployment overview at Waseda
Then, the Global IP is assigned to the router of subnet and the Network topology deployed using
OpenStack, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Network topology in OpenStack
For the initial demonstration, Waseda University deployed the reachable node instances in OpenStack,
which can be accessed from outside networks using Global IP addresses. We then installed all the NDN
functions (NDNx protocol) for the two nodes (one acts as NDN consumer and one acts as the NDN
Gateway). The 3N image (Name Node Networking), which is proposed by Waseda University based on ICN
and typically designed for mobility, is also registered for future work in the context of the 5G! Pagoda
Project.
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For the practical network deployment in the context of 5G! Pagoda Project, the contents were uploaded
from Aalto side, and distributed in Japanese side on ICN slice. The basic sequence diagram for the combined
CDN/ICN transmission process of the initial demonstration in Helsinki is depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Sequence diagram for the initial testbed demonstration of the ICN/CDN combined content
delivery service (Helsinki, September 2017)

3.1.5. Overall functional evaluation
Figure 8 shows the overall evaluation procedure of the ICN-CDN use case scenario. The Evaluation is divided
into two stages; the first stage covers the manual operation of the implementation of the end to end service
creation; in the second stage all the processes are carried out automatically under the control of the
orchestrator. Also in the second stage, the system KPI is measured, as the final evaluation.
In each stage, ICN slice and CDN slice are created independently, and the end to end communication test
within each slice is done. This is indicated as Test 1 and Test 2. Then the ICN gateway is created either on
ICN slice or CDN slice and these slices are stitched to each other, and the inter slice communication is tested
as Test 3. Finally the end to end content delivery service is tested (Test 4). From Test 5 to Test 8, similar
tests are carried out, but in this stage the slice configuration procedure is carried out automatically under
the control of the orchestrator. Finally, the system UE is connected and KPI measurements are taken as
Test 9.
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Figure 8 - Evaluation procedure overview of ICN/CNDaaS combined content
delivery service scenario

These tests are meant to assess that the proposed functionalities are correctly integrated and operate as
part of the overall system. At this reporting stage, the target was set to evaluate the functional end-to-end
connectivity except UE, which includes slice stitching capability. Slice creation procedure is carried out
manually, and the connection with Japanese side orchestrator will be done as the next stage of the overall
functional evaluation.
In the ICN/CDNaaS implementation, we consider the following use case. The platform subscribers can
authenticate to the CDNaaS Orchestrator and create CDN slices of VNF instances distributed over the world
and hosted on heterogeneous cloud domains. The orchestrator in Japan, in his turn, takes care of the lifecycle of ICN slices. Then, the CDN and ICN slices will be stitched through the NDN Gateway. The users can
upload the videos to the platform and start transcoding the videos remotely from a virtual transcoder
server.
Basically, when the content is requested for the first time, the end user will be served from the CDN cache.
Meanwhile the content will be published to the ICN network nodes. Each NDN node will cache any chunk
of video passed by in the content store of the NDN node while routing back the data content to the
requester. Hence, the next requests will be retrieved from the ICN slice (virtual named-based routers)
without reaching the CDN slice. The in-network caching strategies apply at the NDN node level making the
decision cache/ replace a data object in the content store.
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Figure 9 – Integrated CDN and ICN slices

Each functional test is listed below. The tests focus on components developed within the project:
Test purpose

Step I: Deployment of dynamic CDN slice and ICN slice instances

Functions
involved

CDNaaS Orchestrator, slice-specific coordinator, cache, transcoder, streamer, NDN
gateway, NDN node.

Preconditions

Work
description

-

All nodes listed above are running

-

A CDN slice has been defined in CDNaaS Orchestrator

-

A ICN slice has been defined in Orchestrator in Japan

load This test evaluates the setup of CDN and ICN slices. It ensures that the
orchestrators are able to deploy the VNFs across a Multi-Domain Edge Cloud.
The Orchestrators receive a deployment request and contact the respective
domains’ VIM to carry out the deployment. The orchestrators express their needs
to the VIMs, specifying the virtual network function and virtual resources to be
allocated.

Expected Output

5G!Pagoda

-

The CDNaaS multi-domain Orchestrator has instantiated the CDN slice
and deployed the VNFs using the VIM

-

The ICN slice is created on Japan side platform using the deep data
plane programmability

-

Slice configuration is provided by slice owner

-

The Orchestrators successfully connect to multiple administrative
cloud domains.

-

Deploy virtual machines from a predefined image with a specific
resource flavor.
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Test purpose

Step II: Set up the access network among the VNFs with SDN

Functions
involved

SDN controller, OVS switches, CDNaaS Orchestrator.

Preconditions

Work
description

-

SDN controller is running

-

The OVS switch is configured in each VM hosting the VNFs

-

NDN node and NDN gateway are running

load The VNFs in the CDNaaS are running inside containers. All the containers are
bridged to the OVS switch in the hosting machine. The setup of access network is
controlled by the SDN controller.
The ICN slice is composed by NDN gateway and a number of NDN nodes. An UDP
connection has been established between the NDN nodes. Then connect the NDN
nodes to the NDN gateway.

Expected Output

-

The service chaining between cache, transcoder and streamer and the
slice-specific coordinator happens within SDN network.

-

The CDN VNFs communicate with private IPs instead of public IP.

-

Allow the communication between different components in the NDN
nodes (e.g. FIB, PIT, CS) through 6363/UDP

Test purpose

Step III: Ensure a successful service chaining of the VNFs

Functions
involved

Caching, transcoding, video streaming, VNFs management (coordination), innetwork caching, Interest/Data packets forwarding

Preconditions

Work
description

-

Deployed CDN slice of VNFs controlled by the SDN controller

-

Deployed ICN slice of NDN nodes

-

The CDN and NDN slices are deployed over multi-domain cloud

load CDN use case: The end users upload the videos to the CDN slice and specify the
chain of the VNFs, to ensure a high quality of service delivery. The uploaded video
will be transcoded to different resolutions, cached in the CDN slice and ready to be
streamed to the end users using one of the slice streamers. The communication
between different VNFs is controlled by the SDN controller.
ICN use case: We convert, name and publish the content to the NDN gateway. One
of the NDN nodes requests the content by name. The content is retrieved packet
by packet from the NDN nodes nearby that cache the content packets in their
content store.

Expected Output
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-

The VNFs chaining has been successfully done when the owner scale
up the slice by adding new VNFs.

-

The content is published to the NDN gateway with an associated name

-

The Interest packets are successfully forwarded hop-by-hop when data
packet is not found in the CS of the NDN nodes.

-

The Data packet is routed back to the node requester. Meanwhile, it is
stored in the CS of NDN nodes on the path.

Test purpose

Step IV: Set up the stitching between the CDN slice and ICN slice

Functions
involved

Stitching the slices through the NDN gateway

Preconditions

Work
description

-

Deployed CDN slice of VNFs controller by the SDN controller

-

Deployed ICN slice of NDN nodes

load An ICN slice can be stitched with one or more CDN slices.
CDN slice is considered as the Content Publisher (CP) for the ICN slice
Run the stitching function on the respective NDN gateway in order to retrieve the
non-existing content in the ICN slice in order to convert, name and publish
automatically the new content in the ICN network.

Expected Output

-

An efficient End to End content delivery service is realized through the
combined CDN slice and ICN slice

-

Content is delivered from the ICN slice instead of CP (CDN slice)

-

Measure the KPIs in terms of response time and network load at the
core network

3.1.6. Non-functional evaluation
As described in section 3.1.5, the target was set to the overall functional evaluation. Non-functional
evaluation will be done at the later stage.

3.1.7. Conclusions and significant results
Detailed service scenario is designed in the form of service sequence. The initial system evaluation is
successfully carried out in open stack environment by manual operation but not the involvement of
orchestrators.
A manual operation of an integrated ICN with CDN is succeeded. The integration provides a better
performance in terms of delivery time and load at the core network.
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3.2. IoT-Video Slices use case
3.2.1. Use case description
As described in D5.1 “Initial Report on the integration of the Testbeds, Experimentation and Evaluation”,
the IoT-Video Slices use case shows benefits of dynamic slicing in 5G for IoT providers who manage IoT
infrastructure and systems. It demonstrates that an IoT service provider provides a dynamic slice for its
client in an emergency situation (fire situation in the scenario) of the client’s IoT site.
The UE (the IoT provider) is able to connect to multiple slices and requests the creation of a slice with
increased capacity in case of the fire alarm in order to provide a real-time video service (CCTV broadcasting)
of the fire situation to its client. The trigger for creating a slice can come manually from the user or
automatically based on the input from an IoT application. In addition, this scenario shows the NB-IoT Core
Network as a proof of concept for the Lightweight Control Plane (LCP) for slice customization, as described
in D3.2 “First slice components”. The partners involved in the realization of this use case are DG, MI,
Ericsson and Fraunhofer.
3.2.1.1

Architecture description

The different components of the IoT-Video slice use case are part of the network slicing platform, the IoT
slice, the streaming video slice, the real-time video slice and the mIoT slice, as showed in Figure 9 (from
D5.1).

Figure 9 - Testbeds configuration for IoT-Video use case
In more details, the testbed includes the following components:
Slice Orchestrator: This component orchestrates the slices across several domains (in this case edge and
core domains). It consists of two types of nodes: API and database node and worker nodes. In particular
worker nodes can be replicated for scalability. The nodes communicate via Rabbit MQ. Conceptually, we
will handle the slice orchestrator as a single node, despite its internally distributed structure. The slice
orchestrator provides an API towards slice user for dynamically creating a slice. It determines in which
domain (edge and core) the components should be placed. It interfaces one or several NFVOs for setting
up the components in data centres. It interfaces the overlay network manager for overlay network control.
It also interfaces the slice selector for registration of the slice and the DNS server for registration of services
accessible to slice users.
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Overlay Network Manager: The Overlay Network Manager is a novel function in this testbed. It allows
VNFs to connect to overlay networks defined by the slice orchestrator. In this testbed, in particular, it
manages the tunnels between the access network switches and the UPF.
Access network SDN controller: This SDN controller manages the connectivity from UEs to UPFs by
deploying forwarding rules to access network switches using OpenFlow. To operate, it needs information
about the deployed slice instances (obtained by registration from the Overlay Network Manager), as well
as information about the UEs (obtained by registration via an AMF). The slice selector is run in a statically
deployed VM.
AMF: The AMF provides the control plane interface toward the UE. In our testbed, we implemented a very
basic AMF with the functions related to network slicing. In the core network, it interfaces the NSSF for slice
selection. It also interfaces the SDN controller to define the slice connectivity of UEs.
NFVO: The NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) is defined by ETSI NFV. In this testbed, Open Baton is used. We have
not modified the implementation, only configured it for the current testbed. In addition to the NFVO
component, we also use the Generic VNF Manager and the Element Manager of the Open Baton project.
The NFVO controls the orchestration of NFVs and sets up a slice consisting of multiple NFVs using one or
several VIMs. It manages the life cycle of the NFVs. It also defines the networks internal to a VIM. We run
the NFVO in a Docker container.
VIM: The Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) is a function defined by ETSI NFV. In our testbed
OpenStack is used as VIM. We use OpenStack without code modification, only with configuration. Our
purpose is to make as few customization to OpenStack (in particular to networking) in order to make our
solution deployable to third-party VIMs. The VIM manages the VMs on which NFVs run and manages the
internal network between VMs. The VIM allocates the VMs across several physical machines.
Access Network Switches: For the data plane, we use a set (at a minimum a single one) of virtual switches
in the access network. In our testbed Open vSwitch (OVS) is used. The switches route traffic between the
UE and the UPF using the rules provided by the SDN controller. The switches also enforce bandwidth
allocations using separate queues for different traffic classes. One of the switches terminates the tunnels
toward UPF running in VMs.
UPF: The User Plane Functions (UPF) are VNFs within a slice that interfaces the UEs. It is the first VNF
receiving user plane traffic from the UE. Our implementation contains a virtual switch (Open vSwitch) that
terminates tunnels toward switches in the access network. The UPF receives the user plane traffic on a
particular network interface and can implement any kind of routing toward slice services. In our prototype,
the UPF implements network address translation between the UE addresses and the service address space.
It contains a Slice Agent software that enforces bandwidth allocations, manages the slice startup, and
registers to the Overlay Manager to obtain tunnelled connectivity.
DNS server: The DNS server provides names for services in the slices. In our testbed, BIND is used. The DNS
server receives dynamic DNS update from slice orchestrator and allows UEs to query IP addresses based
on service names. This makes it easy for UEs to contact the slice services even if IP addresses is reassigned
for each slice instance deployment.
Temperature sensors: The wireless temperature sensors are in IoT slice and measure the current
temperature in a room. IEEE 802.15.4, 6LoWPAN and CoAP are used for sensor communication. The
temperature sensors are directly reachable through IPv6.
UDG gateway: Universal Device Gateway (UDG) is a component from an IoT service provider lying in IoT
slice that is responsible for sensor management. It provides the access to the temperature sensor and
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handles the incoming data generated by the wireless temperature sensors. When there is abnormal data,
it processes alert message and sends UDG IoT Server the alert.
UDG IoT Server: UDG IoT server handles policies and actions in alarm situation. In the scenario, when it
receives the alarm from the gateway, it sends the slice creation requests to the Orchestrator and also
informs the alarm situation to the NB-IoT core. It manages a pre-defined service agreement with the
Orchestrator for the emergency situation which are described in TOSCA file. By receiving the TOSCA file
from UDG IoT server, the Orchestrator creates a new slice for real-time video transmission.
UDG Edge Data Centre: The edge data centre provides virtual environment for the other components
included in the Edge Cloud and Data centre. It consists of 2 set of Intel NUC Minicomputer configured in an
OpenStack cluster.
Streaming video server: It serves video streams over MPEG DASH. The quality differences of video on the
user side after the new slice created are used for demonstration of the bandwidth sharing results with the
live video stream.
Real-time video server: It is on the dynamically created slice and provides real-time video streaming from
the CCTV allowing the IoT clients to connect and observe the fire situation.
mIoT emulation: A massive number of UEs are emulated through a benchmarking tool capable of
generating workloads and to acquire and process resulting data. The NB-IoT devices can execute different
types of procedures, such as attachment, detachment, service activation and deactivation. In particular,
small amount of data is sent over control plane, incapsulated into NAS messages, resulting a lot faster than
the IP based transmission over PDN connection.
NB-IoT Core Network: It is the Open5GCore fully virtualized core network that includes the support of the
Cellular IoT Optimization functionality, as specified in TS 23.4011 and 23.6822. This extension is addressing
the current stringent needs of the 5G use cases to provide low power, low cost efficient communication
for a massive number of devices.
Service Capability Exposure Function (SCEF): It mainly supports non-IP data delivery, where NB-IoT devices
send small packets over control plane (NAS) through a non-IP PDN connection established through the
SCEF. In particular, the SCEF component fully supports S6t and T6a interfaces (both diameter) towards HSS
and MME, respectively.
LWM2M server: It is the application server connected to the SCEF component, exploiting its capability of
exposing API and different types of network events to application functions and third parties’ components
that can be monitored. The connection with the SCEF is established over UDP and JSON format is used for
the communication.

3.2.2. Sequence Diagrams
The sequence diagrams that characterize the IoT-Video Slices use case are described in the following
section.

1

3GPP Technical Standard 23.401, “General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) enhancements for Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Acc ess
Network (E-UTRAN) access.
2

3GPP Technical Standard 23.682, “Architecture enhancements to facilitate communications with packet data networks and applications”
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Figure 10 – Slice deployment
Figure 10 shows the process of deploying a slice. The slice deployment is initiated by the slice user (e.g. a
network manager or a VNF) defining a slice using the REST API of the Slice Orchestrator. In this testbed we
use the Mudoso Orchestrator developed by Ericsson. The core of the slice definition is a network service
description in the TOSCA format, which can be uploaded via the API as a file. The TOSCA CSAR (Cloud
Service Archive) contains, in addition to the slice definition, scripts for creating and configuring the VNFs in
the slice.
Once the slice has been defined, an instance (deployment) of the slice can be created. The deployment
indicates the domain/location where the slice will be deployed. The Slice Orchestrator coordinator node
passes the request through a message bus to an available orchestration worker node. The process of
deploying a slice can involve multiple steps, which are defined as part of the domain definition. In the
following description, we present the steps taken in the IoT use case.
The slice orchestrator defines an overlay network and defines a switch in the overlay network using a REST
API call to the Overlay Manager, developed by Ericsson. The Overlay Manager allows VNFs to locate and
connect with tunnels to named networks. The Overlay Manager is configured to make a call-back on the
API to the SDN controller, which receives the information about an available slice network and can connect
this overlay network to the SDN network.
Once the networks have been defined, the Slice Orchestrator uses the NFVO, in this case OpenBaton
developed by Fraunhofer Fokus, to create the VNFs. The interaction is performed using the REST API and
the network service is defined using TOSCA. The NFVO creates the VMs using the VIM, in this case
OpenStack, and deploys the VNF software as well as the Element Manager (EM) on the created VMs. The
VNFM of OpenBaton requests the EM to run scripts for the various life cycle phases. These scripts install
necessary VNF software on the VMs and configures it. The scripts also connect the VNF to the overlay
networks. While this process is ongoing the Slice Orchestrator polls the status from the NFVO until the
service is completely deployed. The Slice Orchestrator, in this scenario, then registers the public addresses
of the services into DNS. The Slice Orchestrator worker node collects all state information and sends it to
the Slice Orchestrator coordinator node, which stores it into a database. The state information is then used
in a reverse order for removing the slice.
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Coordinator Node

DB Node
Slice Definitions

Get Definition
Deploy (Location)

API

Slice Operations
Deploy Task (Definition, Location)
Deploy Status

Store Deployment Data

Slice Deployments

Deploy Result (Deployment Data)

RabbitMQ
Worker Node
Slice Deployment Task
OpenBaton Interface

SDN Controller IF

Overlay Manager IF

DNS IF

Notification IF

Open Baton

SDN Controller

Overlay Manager

BIND

Subscribers

Figure 11 - Slice Orchestrator internal structure
Figure 11 shows the internal structure of the Slice Orchestrator, which is split into a coordinator node (API
node) and one or several worker nodes. The nodes are connected through a message bus (RabbitMQ). The
coordinator node stores persistent information in a database node. All nodes, including the message bus,
are run as separate Docker containers. Internally, the worker node consists of several plugins for different
functions. An orchestration domain is defined as a sequence of plugins with their configuration.
3.2.2.1

NB-IoT Core Network

The involved network functions and the overall architecture of the mIoT slice are illustrated in Figure 12.




For this specific functionality the NB-IoT Core Network is composed only by HSS and MME
components, since MME is directly connected to the SCEF and the traffic is Non-IP, thus SGW and
PGW are not necessary.
Non-IP data flows are depicted as trait blue lines, specifically passing through MME, SCEF and
reaching LWM2M server (blue squares in Figure 12).

Figure 12 - NB-IoT Core Network extension
MO (Mobile Originated) Data Procedure:
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After the registration and authentication of the AF towards the network and the NIDD attachment of the
NB-IoT device, the UE is ready to transmit data. The procedure is showed in Figure 13. In details, a Data
Transport message containing the actual data is sent to the NB-IoT Core Network over NAS and the request
is then forwarded to the SCEF that gets the raw data, converts it into JSON format and sends it to the
Lwm2m server over UDP.

Figure 13 - MO Data Procedure
MT (Mobile Terminated) Data Procedure with alarm:
Once the temperature raises and the fire has been detected, an alarm is sent to the LWM2M server
triggering the immediate communication of the state of danger to all the NB-IoT sensors connected to the
network, as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14 - MT Data Procedure

3.2.3. Testbed configuration
The testbed architecture used to present the use case described in 3.2.1 has been updated from the IoT
week demo in June 2017 to be deployed on a multi-datacenter architecture between Geneva and Berlin.
The testbed configuration is showed in Figure 15.
The central cloud contains the DNS server, Open Baton, the slice orchestrator and the associated slice
selector. The edge cloud includes two video servers and a Universal Device Gateway (UDG) virtual
instantiation. Brussels will host the mobile IoT device and Graphical User Interfaces for demo purposes
during the review in September 2018.
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Figure 15 - IoT Video Slice testbed configuration
The setup is made through the instances of OpenStack: one instance is available on the edge cloud and
another one is used inside the central cloud. The main physical elements are the Intel NUCs, a mini PC and
the different IoT devices. Currently, the datacenters are interconnected via Pfsense VPN setup between
Berlin and Geneva.

3.2.4. Prerequisites
The Individual components in each slice must be setup and tested before the use case evaluation. Also the
network configuration and connection status for the different locations must be fully operating.

3.2.5. Overall functional evaluation
In the initial functional evaluation described in D5.1 was focusing in functional check of the configuration
for all components and check on communications of each related components with the defined APIs
explained in D5.1. In this stage, the testbed is fully integrated into 5G!Pagoda core testbeds with edge
testbeds in different locations. The testing is more focused on functional tests that are used to verify that
the individual phases of slice deployment as well as the end-to-end slice deployment is performed
correctly. Each test is presented in a separate table. The tables summarize the purpose of the test, the
involved functions (e.g. platform components) involved, the preconditions for performing the test as well
as the workload or test description. A successful test should provide the indicated expected output.
Figure 16 gives outlook of the functional tests of IoT-Video slices usecase.
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Figure 16 - Outlook of IoT-Video slices usecase functional tests
Each functional test in central platform, IoT networks and NB-IoT core is listed below. The tests focus on
components developed within the project, whereas other components are utilized as such. All tests have
been successfully passed.
3.2.5.1

Central Platform

Test purpose

Deployment of dynamic slice instance by DSSO

Functions
involved

DSSO API node, DSSO worker node, NFVO, SDN Controller, Overlay Network
Manager, DNS server

Preconditions

Work load
description

-

All nodes listed above are running

-

A slice has been defined in DSSO

This test evaluates the setup of an end-to-end slice. It forms an umbrella test
covering all other tests.
The API receives a deployment request and contacts a DSSO worker node to carry
out the deployment. The DSSO worker node utilizes the APIs of other nodes,
including the NFVO, SDN Controller, Overlay Network Manager and DNS server to
set up the slices in multiple technology domains.

Expected Output
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-

The NFVO has deployed VNFs using the VIM and created virtual networks
within the VIM

-

The domain names have been configured in the DNS server

-

An overlay network has been configured in the Overlay Network Manager

-

The network slice has been configured in the SDN controller
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Test purpose

Set up of access network by SDN controller

Functions
involved

SDN controller, OVS switches, UE, UPF

Preconditions

Work load
description

-

At least one OVS switch is running

-

OVS switches are configured with SDN controller as controller

-

UEs are connected to ports in the OVS switches

-

The SDN controller is running

-

The UPF is deployed as part of a slice setup

The setup of access network is controlled by the SDN controller. The procedure is
normally invoked as part of the slice setup through the overlay network manager,
which has been configured with callbacks for the SDN controller API. In this test,
the procedure is invoked independently with the REST API. When UEs are
connected to the network, they are connected to the right slice.
The JSON-RPC API call performs the registration of the slice. The parameters of the
call include the network id, an optional VLAN tag and the port of the switch to
which the UPF is connected.

Expected Output

-

Expected successful status code of the registration.

-

Forwarding rules are set up in the switches on the path between the UE
and the UPF.

-

Traffic flows are enabled between a UE and the UPF of the slice

-

An UE must not be able to access UPFs and devices of other slices

Test purpose

Set up of the overlay network

Functions
involved

Overlay Network Manager, OVS switches, UPF

Preconditions

Work load
description

-

The Overlay Network Manager is running

-

At least one OVS switch is running

-

OVS switches are configured with the Overlay Network Manager as their
manager and are accessible with the OVS-DB protocol

The set up of the overlay network is normally invoked as part of the slice setup
thourgh the DSSO. The overlay network is utilized by the UPF to set up a tunnel
from the OVS switch to the UPF.
This process consists of two phases:
-

5G!Pagoda

Definition of the overlay network and defining a switch in it with the REST
API with a POST request.
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Expected Output

-

Connection of the UPF to the switch of the overlay network. This is
performed partly by the Overlay Network Manager and partly by the UPF
using details obtained from the Overlay Network Manager. The tunnel is
consequently setup, with each direction corresponding to the above steps.

-

The Overlay Network Manager returns a successful response

-

The overlay network is configured in the Overlay Network Manager, as can
be seen in the REST API with a GET request

-

The UPF receives the connection details for setting up the tunnel

-

Tunnels are set up from the UPF of the slice to the OVS switch

Test purpose

5G network slice selection

Functions
involved

AMF, NSSF, UE, SDN controller, UPF

Preconditions

Work load
description

The AMF, NSSF, and SDN Controller are running

-

A slice is defined and a slice instance is deployed

-

A UPF is deployed for the slice instance

This test evaluates the 3GPP like functionality for 5G network slice selection. It
consists of multiple phases.

Expected Output

3.2.5.2

-

-

The UE first registers to the network via the AMF to the NSSF. In reply, it
receives the list of Allowed NSSAI, i.e. slices to which it has access.

-

The UE then sets up a PDU session via the AMF, which contacts the NSSF
to obtain the slice instance ID (SIID) of the selected slice.

-

As part of the PDU session setup, the AMF registers the UE to the SDN
controller, which sets up a data path to the UPF.

-

The UE receives the Allowed NSSA via the AMF from the NSSF

-

The UE receives a positive reply on the PDU session setup

-

The SDN controller obtains the registration of the UE to the slice

IoT networks

Test purpose

Reception of the temperature data

Functions
involved

IoT device, UDG Gateway

Preconditions
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-

Wireless temperature sensors are on.

-

UDG Gateway has a border router installed.
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Work load
description
Expected Output

This test checks that the measurements made by the wireless temperature sensor
are received on UDG Gateway.
-

The temperature data is available on UDG Gateway.

Test purpose

5G network slice creation request

Functions
involved

Slice orchestrator, UDG gateway, UDG IoT server

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

-

A slice orchestrator is running.

-

UDG gateway is running and receiving a high temperature above the
threshold.

-

UDG IoT server is running.

-

A slice is pre-defined.

This test evaluates the creation of a 5G network slice creation.
-

When a high temperature is received on UDG gateway, it is delivered to
UDG IoT server.

-

UDG IoT server sends a pre-defined TOSCA file to the slice orchestrator.

-

A network slice is automatically created.

-

The slice orchestrator receives the TOSCA file from UDG IoT server and
creates a new 5G network slice.

Test purpose

5G network slice deletion request

Functions
involved

Slice orchestrator, UDG gateway, UDG IoT server

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output
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-

A slice orchestrator is running.

-

UDG gateway is running and receiving a normal temperature.

-

UDG IoT server is running.
A newly created slice is active.

This test evaluates the deletion of a 5G network slice.
-

When a normal temperature is received on UDG gateway, the previously
created network slice is automatically erased.

-

The deletion of the network slice is made by UDG IoT server through a
delete request to the slice orchestrator.

-

The 5G network slice is deleted.
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-

The status of the network (for example the bandwidth) returns back to its
initial values.

Test purpose

Sending an alarm to the NB-IoT core

Functions
involved

UDG gateway, NB-IoT core

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

-

An abnormal temperature is received on UDG gateway.

-

The NB-IoT core server is reachable by IP.

This test evaluates the sending of an alarm from UDG gateway to the NB-IoT core.
-

UDG gateway sends the temperature alarm to the NB-IoT core server
through UDP and LWM2M.

-

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the NB-IoT core displays the alarm.

Test purpose

Cancellation of the alarm in the NB-IoT core

Functions
involved

UDG Gateway, NB-IoT core

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

3.2.5.3

-

A normal temperature is received on UDG gateway.

-

The NB-IoT core server is reachable by IP.

-

The GUI of the NB-IoT server is showing the temperature alarm.

This test evaluates the cancellation of a temperature alarm from UDG gateway to
the NB-IoT core.
-

UDG gateway sends a request to erase the temperature alarm to the NBIoT core server through UDP and LWM2M.

-

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the NB-IoT core removes the display
of the previous alarm.

NB-IoT Core Network

The following functional tests have been executed for different architectural combinations, proving that
the system is able to provide the appropriate functionality with different intermediary stages:


NB-IoT Core Network Configuration: the tests prove that the mIoT slice functions appropriately
and components that need to be running for the validation are listed for each test.

For the functional tests, the GUI was used in order to configure the different components in the testbed as
well as of the tests, including the acquisition and storage of data acquired and its presentation.
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Test purpose

Validation of Network NIDD Attachment procedure

Functions
involved

Configuration: HSS, MME, SCEF, BT, open5g-gui

Preconditions

The functions above and the components from the configuration are up and
running

Work load
description

1 NIDD (Non-IP Data Delivery) attachment procedure triggered from the
benchmarking tool
Activate data uplink

Expected Output

Attachment success (seen at BT and MME side)

Wireshark Trace

Procedure messages identified on the control plane trace
Generated traffic seen via traces on the control plane and GUI

Test purpose

Validation of Network NIDD Detachment procedure

Functions
involved

Configuration: HSS, MME, SCEF, BT, open5g-gui

Preconditions

The functions above and the components from the configuration are up and
running
1 BT-emulated UE is attached

Work load
description

1 NIDD (Non-IP Data Delivery) detachment procedure triggered from the
benchmarking tool
Deactivate data link

Expected Output

Detachment success (seen at BT and MME side)

Wireshark Trace

Procedure messages identified on the control plane trace
Generated traffic stops as seen via traces on the control plane and GUI

Test purpose

Validation of datapath (over control plane)

Functions
involved

Configuration: HSS, MME, SCEF, BT, LWM2M server, open5g-gui
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Preconditions

The functions above and the components from the configuration are up and
running

Work load
description

Benchmarking tool generates an attachment request

Expected Output

Attachment procedure completes successfully

Benchmarking tool generates UE Non-IP data

Non-IP uplink datapath has been established
Wireshark Trace

Procedure messages identified on the control plane trace
Datapath link identified as traffic is flowing through the control plane

Evaluation Results
All the expected outputs described in the previous section have been correctly achieved.

3.2.6. Non-functional evaluation
Non-functional matrix and initial evaluation results have been described in D5.1. The non-functional
evaluation in the core platform and the Video slices include latency of the slice creation and quality of the
video. The initial measurement includes in a local test. The detail measurement will be taken in the next
phase when the multi-datacenter testbeds in multiple locations are fully deployed and integrated, where
the measurement is more meaningful. Thus in this stage it is focused on the NB-IoT core network
regarding the non-functional evaluation.

3.2.6.1

NB-IoT Core Network

For assessing the performance of the end-to-end system in a proper manner, firstly the different
components are assessed for the expected level of service support. Following, the tests are measuring the
performance over multiple components in the testbed.
For the NB-IoT Core Network, the following performance tests are executed.

Test purpose

Determining UE population

Functions
involved

Configuration: HSS, MME, SCEF, BT, LWM2M server, open5g-gui

Preconditions

The functions above and the components from the configuration are up and
running

Work load
description

10.000 UEs attach at a rate of 10 attachments/sec up to 100 ops/sec.
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Detachments are executed in parallel as to ensure that no more than 1000 UEs are
attached at a time.
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Expected Output

The NB-IoT system can handle a load of 10.000 subscription profiles.
The limit of active subscribers is determined (i.e. when the attachment delay grows
exponentially).

Wireshark Trace

Procedure messages identified on the control plane trace

Test purpose

Data path capacity

Functions
involved

Configuration: HSS, MME, SCEF, BT, LWM2M server, open5g-gui

Preconditions

x attached users in ACTIVE state

Work load
description

Spikes of: 500 Non-IP data packets of different sizes (kB)

Expected Output

System can cope with the data path

Wireshark Trace

Procedure messages identified on the control plane trace.
Datapath traces are observed via the GUI and wireshark.

Evaluation Results
In this section the results of the non-functional tests related to the NB-IoT Core Network are presented in
the relationship to the number of requests the system can process in due time at selected levels of load.
A single stress test for determining the UE population was considered with an increase of 10 ops/s every
30s, meanwhile having a stable load, starting from 10 ops/s up to 100 ops/s. The results are illustrated in
Figure 17. It can be noticed that from 70 attachments/s to 100 attachments/s, the system becomes
unstable.

Figure 17 - Attachment procedure stress evaluation
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Data transfer operations are usually not consuming a large amount of resources. The procedure has a
median of less than 8ms in normal load situations and 10ms in case of peaks, as also depicted in Figure 18.
As the difference between the normal functioning and the spike is a delay of 2ms more to the operations,
the system practically can cope with the increased load in the moment it was generated.

Figure 18 - Data Path Test Evaluation

3.2.7. Conclusions and significant results
The dynamic slice creation for the IoT-Video slices has been successfully demonstrated. It demonstrates an
example how IoT service provider can get benefits out of the 5G dynamic slice feature. IoT network owners
such as big data centres or IoT enabled industry automation sites will need particular care for emergency
situation. The IoT service provider can provide advanced services for their clients using the dynamically
created slices without deteriorating its normal services. Also, it allows the IoT service providers using
bandwidth only to fit its normal services and increase its capacity on demand situation. Overall, the feature
of the dynamic slice creation by a user request can bring new opportunities for opening new services in
both UE slice owners and telecom operators.

3.3. Healthcare use case
3.3.1. Use case description
NESIC, UT, Hitachi and KDDI develop this use case scenario. It aims to realize an efficient slice creation and
modification by service requests. It is targeted to generate a slice on the University of Tokyo’s FLARE
platform through Hitachi’s orchestrator and to realize a change of slice characteristics. The MVNO market
trend in Japan within which MVNO tries to offer the dedicated services to various industries was stated in
D2.1 “Use case scenarios and technical system requirements definition”. In this use case, we focus on a
case where MVNO provides a healthcare service and there are two key points:
The first point is to create slices dedicated to services. It is necessary to define the end-to-end
communication quality. For example, slices are created by freely combining resources permitted to control
from the MNO. It is possible that this MMO may become plural in reality. MVNOs need to realize various
services among limited resources, the efficient use of resources is crucial, and it is necessary to efficiently
utilize resources and form slices.
The second point is to combine resources provided by MNO and resources owned by MVNO to aim for an
appropriate slice creation for services. In this scenario, in order to realize the security function,
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indispensable for the realization of the health care service, we aim to arrange and operate the security NFV
prepared by MVNO on the slice we form. In reality, NFV installed by MVNO should be able to operate on
various points, such as edge to core.

3.3.2. Testbed configuration
The testbed configuration is based on the field test network for MVNO networks illustrated in Figure 19.
The key aspects are:


A slice is deployed on FLARE platform. It contains software based S-GW, MME, HSS and eNodeB.
(Refer to D5.1 “Initial Report on the integration of the Testbeds, Experimentation and Evaluation”
Figure 28).



Some UEs with software, it works with the security VNF.



The security VNF is deployed on a slice. It is based of Deep Data Plane Programmability. It provides
authentication function for terminals and applications.



Hitachi’s orchestrator is deployed.



MVNO portal is deployed as an interface to control the APIs of Hitachi’s orchestrators.

Figure 19 - Field Test Network for MVNO network
Test purpose

Apply different security policy configuration for each slice

Functions
involved

Orchestrator, UEs with agent software which works in conjunction with Security
VNF, FLARE, Security VNF on the FLARE , MVNO portal

Preconditions

-

All nodes listed above are running

Work
description

-

Create a slice by Orchestrator for the healthcare service

-

Deployment security VNF for the Slice

-

Setting security policies through the MVNO portal

-

Create a slice through Orchestrator

-

Deployment security VNF through Orchestrator

-

Applying security policies can appropriate communication control

load

Expected Output
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3.3.3. Prerequisites
Required modules for the testbed:


Agent software on mobile devices.
The agent software marks communication packets for each application, device and SIM.



Security VNF on FLARE.
Identify the type of communication by application, device and SIM.



MVNO portal connected orchestrator.
MVNO sends a control signal to the orchestrator

3.3.4. Overall functional evaluation
The following table lists the functional metrics for the use case.
Metric

Description

Deployment of some Slices for MVNO

Some slices are deployed by MVNO portal and Hitachi’s
Orchestrator.

UE Attach

A UE can successfully attach to the network slice.

Identify communication by security VNF

A connection between locally connected UEs is established
and operating successfully.

3.3.5. Non-functional evaluation
The following table lists the possible performance metrics for evaluating the use case.
Metric

Type

Description

Slice deployment time

Time

Time it takes to deploy a DDPPCN slice.

Slice Start-Up time

Time

Time it takes to start a DDPPCN slice.

UE attach time

Time

Time between attachment request and fulfilment.

UE handover time

Time

Time it takes the network to complete a handover.

Local connection throughput

Throughput

Throughput of a connection between UEs within the
local network.
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Maximum attached UEs

Amount

Maximum number of simultaneously attached user
end devices.

Figure 20 - Evaluation procedure overview
The evaluation procedure overview is shown in Figure 20. As the first stage of the evaluation, NESIC and
UT tested functional evaluation. In the second stage, performance tests are scheduled to be carried out.
The performance tests will evaluate throughput, maximum UEs, maximum security policies and
execution time. The time related tests will assess the latency of the system by measuring slice
deployment, slice start-up and UE attachment times.

3.3.6. Conclusions and significant results
The MVNO market trend in Japan, MVNO tries to offer the dedicated services to various industries. In order
to respond to communication requirements from various industries, it is desirable that MVNO can control
the slices themselves. In this project, we select healthcare use cases where security requirements are strict,
build test bed environment and evaluation.
NESIC completed the function evaluation in the hospital field and are planning to advance connection with
orchestrator and aim to operate in sequence.

3.4. Deep Data Plane Programmability use case
3.4.1. Use case description
UT has developed the network node with the programmable data plane such as FLARE which is used for
the network slicing platform in the 5G!Pagoda testbed. The architecture of FLARE is shown in Figure 21.
FLARE slice is created by the container based virtual machine composing Fast path and Slow path. Both of
containers run on Linux OS. The virtual machine of Fast path is created by the many core network processor
while the virtual machine of Slow path by x86 processor. They are fully programmable whereas the Fast
path provides the high throughput and will be dedicated to use packet forwarding, packet processing in
physical layer together with the resource well isolation by the dedicated CPU assignment to each container.
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Fast path container is used for the data plane of SDN but programmable. The Slow path container can be
used for the control plane but not limited to.
Both containers are connected by GRE tunnel created in PCIe bus. One pair of Fast path and Slow path
containers is defined as a slice. The resource isolated multiple slices can be created in one FLARE node and
managed by the remote slice management server called as FLARE Central which has the slice orchestration
capability using XML-RPC protocol with the node manager resided in FLARE node.
As shown in Figure 21, the packet traffic through physical ports is dispatched to the data plane slice
according to the slice ID, which is given by FLARE Central. The slicer indicated in Figure 21 plays such role.

Figure 21 – FLARE node architecture
To improve the programmability, Click Modular Router was ported in the data plane of FLARE node. Click
Modular Router enables to easy description of the packet processing by the scripts using Click Elements.
Each Click element provides the part of the packet processing such as packet header classification, packet
header rewriting etc., together with packet input and output processing. The source code of each Click
element is written by C++ language. The users also can create their own Click element. In addition, most of
Click elements are designed to provide the modularity. Such feature enables the Click element to be
reusable. In fact, the complex network function can be implemented by combing multiple Click elements.
In addition, using Click Handler, the parameters in Click script can be read and written through Telnet in
Control plane. The Click script itself can be replaced in runtime environment. Figure 22 illustrates Click
Element with input and output ports. Input and output ports are expressed by triangle and rectangular,
respectively.

Figure 22 - Click Element of Click Modular Router
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The slicer, which dispatches the traffic to the slice, is shown in Figure 23 using Click elements. Click elements
of TailEncap and TailStrip add and remove slice ID tag attached in Packet end. Using slice ID tag, the packet
is forwarded to the virtual network interface of the slice with the destined slice ID.

Figure 23 - Click Implementation for Slicer of FLARE node
The network functions are usually implemented in Slice. As the typical network functions, Ether switch, IP
router can be implemented by Click script. The example of Ether switch is shown in Figure 24. The Click
element can be illustrated by the rectangular box with input and output ports. The EtherSwitch element
can be used alone as a simple switch with MAC learning function. FromFxIO and ToGxIO elements are input
and output interfaces of FLARE virtual ports, respectively. This configuration specifically run in FLARE data
plane slice. In this example, IEEE802.1d compliant switch is implemented to support spanning tree protocol
using EtherSpanTree as well as Suppressor elements. The spanning tree protocol is required using multiple
switches in LAN.

Figure 24 - Click implementation of IEEE802.1d compliant Ether switch
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Figure 25 shows the example of IP router implemented by Click elements. The implemented IP router can
support ARP protocol using ARPRespondet and ARPQuerier elements and create ARP table in ARPQuerier
element. RadixIPLookup Click element can route packets by reading IP Header of input packets in
accordance with IP table.

Figure 25 - IP router implemented by Click elements
For VNFs to be used in Pagoda testbed, there are OpenFlow Datapath and EPC Datapath implemented by
Click elements. To show deep data plane programmable use case, four examples of the data plane
implementation using Click elements are described in the followings.

A. OpenFlow data plane implementation
Figure 26 illustrates the example for OpenFlow switch implementation. In this example, Click element of
OpenFlow 1.3 datapath is used in the data plane of FLARE node. OpenFlow datapath can be controlled by
the remote OpenFlow controller using south band interface to communicate to the openflow protocol
process running in the slow path slice. The implemented OpenFlow Click element supports openflow
protocol version 1.3.
OFSwith element can be used alone as OpenFlow switch. In the network slicing using the virtualized
network, VLAN is widely used to segregate the traffic. In such VLAN network, OpenFlow switch can identify
VLAN ID tag and enables the flow control for VLAN traffic. However if VLAN tag encap and decap Click
element together with the Classifier Click element are used outside of OpenFlow datapath, the port based
simple switching is possible.
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Figure 26 - OpenFlow Click Implementation and VLAN based switching using Classifier Click element
Figure 27 shows the detail VLAN tag manipulation using Click elements. Classifier element can identify
VLAN field to forward the traffic to the ports based on the VLAN ID. At each output port of Classifier
element, VLANDecap elemet removes the VLAN tag and forwards the input port of Ofswitch Element. At
the output port of Ofswitch element, VLANEncap element adds the VLAN tag again. OpenFlow datapath
implemented by Ofswitch element does not need the VLAN tag manipulation. This capability is
implemented only by the deep data plane programmability.

Figure 27 - VLAN tag manipulation by Click Elements

B. P-GW datapath Implementation
The separation of control plane and data plane for P-GW of LTE EPC was described in Section 5.3.4 of D3.1
“Slice Component Design”. EPC in LTE consists of S-GW, P-GW, MME, and HSS. MME and HSS functions
are signalling, which is resided in the control plane. But S-GW and P-GW have the data plane together
with the control plane. Hence the data plane of S-GW and P-GW can be separated and implemented in
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the Fast Path slice of FLARE node. Figure 28 shows the implementation of data plane for P-GW using Click
elements. The most function of data plane is the manipulation of the GTP tunnel header. The Click
elements to remove and add the GTP capsulation were developed. The Click elements of GTPUDecap and
GTPUEncap enable the required GTP header manipulation using TEID (Tunnel Endpoint ID) table. Other
Click elements used in IP router are reused.

Figure 28 - P-GW datapath implemented by Click Elements

C. Data Plane Implementation for Application Centric Service
The application centric traffic engineering is useful to efficiently utilize the mobile network resources.
Especially for Mobile Virtual Network Operators (NVNOs), this capability is desirable to easily manage the
traffic without DPI and to reduce the infrastructure cost. To enable this function, the architecture to add
the application information in the trailer of the packet was described in Section 5.2.1 of D3.1 “Slice
Component Design”. The application centric traffic flow control is enabled by residing the node to identify
the trailer and to perform the traffic engineering based on the information of the trailer in the edge of
the mobile network. This functionality cannot be provided by the current SDN framework. Using the deep
data plane programmability, such function can be implemented using Click elements in the data plane of
FLARE node as shown in Figure 29. The major Click elements in this implementation are
FlareFlowController and BandwidthController together with the associated table and manager
components.
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Figure 29 - Click based Data Plane implantation of Application Centric Traffic Control using Trailer
D. Integration with Open5GCore
To create 5G mobile network slices with deeply programmable data planes, the Open5GCore network
functions can be deployed in the slow path of FLARE. To run on FLARE, the core network functions
need to be virtualised or containerised. Open5GCore VNFs support virtualised deployments based
on, among others, OpenStack, VMWare and docker. For this 5GPagoda use case, a set of Open5GCore
docker images, providing the required VNFs, were created. These images were transferred to the
Tokyo testbed, where they were used to create the 5G core network slice. Figure 30 illustrates the
virtual core NF placement on the slow path with the Click element on the fast path serving as the UPF.
The OpenFlow protocol provides the communication interface between the 5G core slice and FLARE’s
data plane VNFs. These Click based VNFs were presented in the above paragraph under the title, A.
OpenFlow data plane implementation.
.
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Figure 30 - Open5GCore slice on FLARE
3.4.1.1

Test metrics

In Table 3, deployment and provisioning tests, performance tests, workload tests for data plane
programmability use case are shown.
Table 3 - Test items for data plane programmability use cases
Use Case

Deployment and
Provisioning

Performance

Workload

Ether Switch
Function

Installation of Click scripts
through SSH

64 bytes to 1500 bytes
throughput as a function of the
number of cpus

TBD

IP Router

Installation of Click scripts
through SSH

64 bytes to 1500 bytes
throughput as a function of the
number of cpus

TBD

OpenFlow 1.3



Installation of Click
scripts through SSH

TBD



Control plane
interconnectivity
using OpenFlow
Controller

64 bytes to 1500 bytes
throughput as a function of the
number of cpus

VLAN
manipulation



Installation of Click
scripts through SSH

Programmable network
configuration

TBD

P-GW



Installation of Click
scripts through SSH

End to End throughputs

TBD
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Application
specific control

Open5GCore
integration



Connectivity of EPC
control plane



Installation of Click
scripts through SSH



Connectivity of
Traffic controller



Installation of Click
scripts through SSH



Deployment of
Open5GCore VNFs



Establishment of
connectivity for
Open5GCore VNFs

Throughput as the function of
the number of flows

TBD

End to End throughput

TBD

3.4.2. Testbed configuration
Figure 31 shows the basic testbed configuration for the two POP network. FLARE nodes provide data plane
as well as control plane for the slice. The data plane can be connected to the physical link through using
slicer, which dispatches the traffic in accordance with the slice ID. The physical link accommodates the
traffic of the multiple slices. To segregate the traffic for each traffic, the VLAN is used. The VLAN tag
insertion and deletion are performed in the programmable data plane using Click elements as describe in
Section 3.4.1.

Figure 31 - Basic testbed configuration of data plane
The configuration of Figure 31 illustrates the intermediate node connection. At the edge of the testbed,
the configuration to accommodate the traffic from client devices with physical links is established. Figure
32 shows the example of edge node configuration to dispatch the traffic of the edge device traffic to the
slices by slicer slice. Edge device can include PCs as well as wireless access point and eNodeB.
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Figure 32 - Edge node configuration of testbed
Figure 33 shows the FLARE node network configuration in testbed. The mesh topology can be provided by
four FLARE POPs. In the POP, however, there are multiple FLARE nodes. More complicated logical network
can be supported.

Figure 33 - FLARE node infrastructure of testbed
Figure 34 shows the FLARE node infrastructure. Multiple FLARE nodes are accommodated in the Testbed
rack.

Figure 34 - FLARE Testbed Rack
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3.4.3. Prerequisites
3.4.3.1

Network Topology Configurability using VLAN

For the network testing, the software based network topology configurability is required. For the data
plane network connectivity, VLANs are used to segregate the traffic of the data planes in the slices as
described in 3.5.1. Using VLAN IDs, the network topology can be changed. The programmability of VLAN
network configuration was demonstrated in the field using FLARE node deployed in JGN network, which is
operated by NICT.
Figure 35 shows the VLAN link connectivity of FLARE nodes deployed in JGN network. In eight sites, FLARE
nodes were deployed. To create the specific network topology, the VLAN ID is stitched by SDN controller
together with OpenFlow datapath implanted by Click elements.

Figure 35 - Field Test Network for VLAN network Topology Configurability
Figure 36 shows the example of the different path creation by VLAN ID exchange between FLARE nodes
resided at Kyutech University and U-Tokyo. Seven different paths can be created. In addition, to confirm
the end-to-end connectivity, ICMP packets were used. As shown in Figure 37, end-to-end connectivity was
confirmed by measuring the roundtrip times.

Figure 36 - Creation of Different Paths using VLAN ID exchange
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Figure 37 - Confirmation of End-to-end connectivity by the measurement of roundtrip time

3.4.4. Overall functional and non-functional evaluation
Four use cases are addressed in Section 3.4.1 such as OpenFlow 1.3 datapath, P-GW data plane, and data
plane for application specific traffic control and the 5G core network. Evaluation of first two use cases, as
well as the 4th, were already described in D5.1 “Initial Report on the integration of the Testbeds,
Experimentation and Evaluation”.
In this section, the evaluation of the data plane for the application specific traffic control will be explained
in order to show the overall functional evaluation for the deep data programmability. Figure 38 shows
application specific traffic control test setup. In the data plane of FLARE node, the Click script described in
Section 3.4.1 was installed. The programmed data plane can collect the traffic data for each application by
obtaining the application information from the packet trailer inserted at UE. In the control plane, the
statistics of the collected data is reported to the traffic control server and such data is stored in database.
In addition, the traffic controller enables to limit bandwidth for each application through the south band
interfaces together with flow table and application table.

Figure 38 - Application Specific Traffic control test setup
The following tables present a set of functional tests to verify the deep data programmability of the data
plane of our nodes using the configuration shown in Figure 38. The specific test setup used in the test
described in the table.

Test purpose

Application based flow table creation

Functions
involved

UE, slice of FLARE node, Traffic Control server
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Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

-

Agent to add the trailer in SYN packet was installed in UE.

-

The Click script, whose diagram is shown in Figure 31, was installed in data
plane of FLARE node slice.

-

UE is connected to the FLARE node through wireless networks and the
FLARE node is connected to the Internet in the other side.

-

Start the Click script installed in data plane of FLARE node slice.

-

In the traffic control server, UE under test is registered with its attribute
information such as IP address etc.

-

Several smartphone applications in UE are started to connect the servers
in the Internet.

-

The application names used in UE can be found in GUI of Traffic control
server

-

The creation of the flow tables associated with application names can be
verified with the CVS file downloaded from Traffic control server

Test purpose

Throughput measurement

Functions
involved

slice of FLARE node, Spirent TestCenter

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

-

The Click script, whose diagram is shown in Figure 31, was installed in data
plane of FLARE node slice.

-

TestCenter is connected to 10GbE interface of FLARE node

-

The number of cores in the data plane is differently assigned. In the test,
three cases of 8, 16, and 28 cpus are performed.

-

Start the Click script installed in data plane of FLARE node slice.

-

The traffic of 10,000 flows with the packet length of 64, 128, 256 and 512
bytes generated by TestCenter is loaded to the slice of FLARE node. The
throughput is measured by the TestCenter

-

In the next step, the throughput measurement using the same setup of the
previous step is performed in terms of the number of flow entries.

-

10Gb/s throughput for the average packet length of 512 bytes used in the
Internet is obtained by increasing the number of cores in the data plane of
FLARE node at least for 10,000 flow entries.

Test purpose

Traffic bandwidth control

Functions
involved

UE, slice of FLARE node, Traffic Control server

Preconditions
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Work load
description

Expected Output

-

UE is connected to the FLARE node through wireless networks and the
FLARE node is connected to the Internet in the other side.

-

Start the Click script installed in data plane of FLARE node slice.

-

In the traffic control server, UE under test is registered with its attribute
information such as IP address etc.

-

Several smartphone applications in UE are started to connect the
application servers in the Internet.

-

The creation of a JSON file with the bandwidth limitation for the specific
application of each UE.

-

The bandwidth limitation of each application traffic is executed with the
specified JSON file using REST API of the Traffic control server through the
north band interface of FLARE node.

-

Through the GUI indicating the traffic statistics for each application, it can
be found the traffic statistic is consistent with the specified bandwidth
limitation.

Figure 39 shows the throughput for 10,000 flow entries with respect to the packet length of 64bytes to 512
bytes when 8 to 28 CPUs are assigned to the data path in the slice of FLARE node. Figure 40 shows the
throughput for 300,000 flow entries. With these measurements, 10Gbps throughput was obtained for the
packet length of more than 512 bytes when 16 CPUs are assigned in slice.

Figure 39 - Throughputs for 10,000 flow entries of application specific traffic control data plane
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Figure 40 - Throughputs for 300,000 flow entries of application specific traffic control data plane
Figure 41 shows the throughput measured as a function of the number of flow entries. Although the
throughput is degraded as the number of flow entries increases, 10Gbps throughput can be attained for
the longer packet length because the performance is limited by the packet per second processing.

Figure 41 - Throughput measured as a function of the number of flow entries for different packet
lengths
Next the functions provided by the application specific traffic control system are assessed. The application
specific traffic control server can limit the bandwidth of the specific application traffic. This control can
apply to all UEs registered in the system as well as the specific UE. Figure 41 shows the traffic change of
selected six applications whereas three application traffics are too small and invisible in this figure. Figure
42 demonstrates the 500kbps bandwidth limitation for the MicrosoftEge application traffic.
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Figure 42 - Bandwidth limitation traffic control for specific application
Figure 43 demonstrates the function of the traffic drop for the specific application. In this example, OPERA
web traffic was dropped by the application specific traffic control server. This functionality can be leveraged
for the security purpose. Namely if the white list or black list of applications are used, the malicious packet
flows can be excluded by the application specific traffic controller together with application and flow tables.

Figure 43 - Traffic drop control for specific application

3.4.5. Conclusions and significant results
The capabilities of deep data plane programmability for FLARE node was shown. Click language facilitates
the programmability of packet processing. The description of Click script is human-readable and the
diagram of the Click elements aids to understand the processing of packet flows. Click element crosscompiled by SDK of the many core network processor runs in the fast path. As a result, the excellent
performance can be obtained by using CPUs in many-core processors as needed.
As the Click element is written by C++ language, the required function can be created by software. In
addition, Click elements providing common packet processing is reusable. This feature also improves the
productivity of the programmable data plane.
In this section, the deep data plane programmability is demonstrated for the use cases of OpenFlow, P-GW
data plane, and application specific traffic control data plane. Especially for the last case, the novel
functionality using deep data plane programmability was validated together with the performance as well
as function evaluations. In addition the integration with a 5G Core network was presented through the
deployment of the Open5GCore.
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3.5. End-to-end slice instantiation use case
3.5.1. Use case description
This scenario concerns a use case where one or more customers request the instantiation of multiple endto-end slices to be deployed on top of a shared radio and NVF infrastructure. Since the RAN is considered
a PNF, appropriate functionality should be in place to handle simultaneously multiple associations with
virtualized core network instances, as well as to share the radio resources across coexisting slices.
Slice instantiation
The customer selects the slice “flavor” among a set of available slice blueprints which are exposed by the
slicer over its northbound REST API and drafts a slice creation requests with the available parameters in
JSON format, which it passes on to the slicer with the REST API call for slice instantiation.
The slice blueprint catalogue contains entries which look like the following:
{
"slice-type": {
"description": "Enhanced Mobile Broadband slice with vEPC components",
"epc_service_type": 8,
"id": 2,
"name": "eMBB"
}
}

The epc_service_type field includes the ID of the vEPC template registered in the NFVO’s VNF catalogue. It
is passed on to the NFVO for instantiating the virtual core network subslice.
A slice instantiation request may include a list of UE identifiers, which are used by the NSSF to direct UE
attachment requests towards the appropriate core subslice. An example of a slice creation request follows:
{
"userid": 1,
"from": "2017-07-21 13:39:00",
"to": "2018-07-27 12:26:48",
"plmn": {
"mcc": 208,
"mnc": 93
},
"type": 2,
"eNB_list":
[
{
"eNB_id": 3584,
"mme-list": [],
"resource-ratio": 0.8,
"max-mcs": 28
}
],
"default": false,
"ue-list":
[
{"type": 1, "id": "208930100001114", "key": "8baf473f2f8fd09487cccbd7097c6862"}
]
}

An explanation of the fields included in the slice instantiation request is presented below:
userid: Customer identifier.
from-to: Slice lifetime duration. Note that a slice may be planned for deployment for a specific future time
interval. This information is propagated by the slicer to the NFVO, which in turn needs to reserve the
resources necessary for the vEPC instance and plans its creation.
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plmn: The identifier of the PLMN that this slice serves. This information is also used to appropriately
configure the virtual MME instance at boot time.
type: Slice blueprint identifier.
default: True if this is the default slice. The system operates under the assumption that when the NSSF
cannot associate the UE with a specific slice, it assigns it to the default slice that should pre-exist and should
be the first slice to configure.
ue-list: List of UEs belonging to the slice. Each UE is identified uniquely by its IMSI. The “key” parameter is
mandatory identification information necessary for configuring the virtual HSS instance (i.e., when a virtual
HSS is instantiated for a slice, all UEs belonging to the latter need to be inserted in the HSS database. This
takes place dynamically by the NFVO-RO using the VIMs (OpenStack) API when the virtual instance is
created.)
enb-list: List of eNodeBs over which the RAN subslice is deployed. Each eNB has a unique identifier (eNB_id
field).
In the above request, “mme-list” is empty because for this slice a virtual MME will be created. If the MME
pre-exists, its IP address and other related information should be included. After the instantiation request,
the slicer will periodically check the status of this core subslice virtual service instance by polling the NFVO
using the latter's NBI. When the NVFO responds that the vEPC service is finally active, the response will
also include the MME's IP address, among other information. The slicer will then instruct the eNodeB (using
a proprietary protocol that we have developed) to create a new S1AP association with the new MME
instance.
Also, for each eNodeB in “eNB_list”, the slicer will send a request to the RAN controller to apply the specific
policy (resource sharing ratio and max-mcs). After all these are done, when requested over its NBI, the
slicer will report the status of the slice as “ACTIVE”.
Slice selection
Upon UE attachment request, the OAI eNodeB has been appropriately modified to extract the UE’s
identifier and access the slicer’s NSSF interface. This takes place over a REST API. The slicer executes the
slice selection mechanism, which leads to a decision on which core network subslice is responsible for
handling this UE. The slicer then includes the appropriate MME information in the API response, and the
eNodeB continues by executing the S1 protocol to complete the UE attachment procedure to the
appropriate core network subslice.

3.5.2. Testbed configuration
The testbed developed to evaluate the above functionality includes the following components:
OAI eNodeB: This component includes an Ettus USRP B210 board operating as the radio head. It further
includes all the necessary RF components (duplexer and antenna). This is connected to a Linux-based host
machine running the OAI eNodeB software, with our extensions for multiple PLMN support, multiple
simultaneous core network associations and the ability to communicate with the slicer to delegate the
NSSF to the latter.
NFVO and other orchestration components: These refer to the hardware and software carrying out the
orchestration procedures necessary for the deployment of core network subslices. Two solutions have
been tested:
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-

Software implemented by University of Aalto that communicates with the VIM (OpenStack) to
instantiate, configure and orchestrate virtual OAI EPC instances. This has been tested at the Aalto
premises.

-

A custom NFVO implemented by EURECOM that also assumes an OpenStack VIM, which has been
tested at the EURECOM premises.

Each NFVO requires that the slicer provides the appropriate input (e.g., select the appropriate vEPC
blueprint and other relevant configuration information, such as the PLMN ID and/or the UE list to register
in the virtual HSS database). For example, for the case of the EURECOM NFVO, the slicer should access the
latter’s API endpoint for service instantiation and should include the following information in the body of
the API request:
{
"service": {
"type": 8,
"name": "vEPC-xJU81z", #random name for the vEPC instance
"description": "This is a virtual EPC",
"data": [],
"regions": [{
"id": 1,
"demandspec": {
"from": "2017-07-21 13:39:00",
"to": "2018-07-27 12:26:48",
},
"extra-data": {
"plmn": {
"mcc": 208,
"mnc": 93
},
"ue-list":
[
{"type": 1, "id": "208930100001114", "key": "8baf473f2f8fd09487cccbd7097c6862"}
]
}
}]
}
}

The above components can be hosted on a physical or virtual machine, which however needs to be
accessible from the slicer as well as have access to the OpenStack API endpoints.
OpenStack cloud installation: Our testbed assumes the existence of an OpenStack installation with at least
compute (nova), network (neutron), image (glance), and identity (keystone) services. Note that the virtual
instances composing the core network subslice that are instantiated on top of OpenStack need to be
accessible from the eNodeBs.
RAN controller: The RAN controller manages the allocation of RAN-level resources. It communicates with
agents built into eNodeBs over the FlexRAN protocol, a southbound protocol based on Google protocol
buffers. The RAN controller manages multiple eNodeBs. Over the northbound HTTP interface that it
exposes, the slicer can update the RAN-level resource allocation across coexisting RAN subslices. If such
functionality is desirable, the southbound interface should be accessible by all eNodeBs, while the
northbound should be accessible from the slicer.
Slicer: The slicer is a microservice written in python which exposes a set of REST API endpoints. As such, it
can be executed either as a virtual instance or on a physical host provided that it can communicate with
the following components:
-

The eNodeBs, since the core network selection function is delegated to the slicer and not the
eNodeB, as in traditional non-sliced LTE networks.
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-

The NFVO, for requesting the instantiation of core network subslices.

-

The RAN controller, in order to enforce specific resource allocation ratios among RAN subslices.

Since the slicer does not directly create instances over the NFVI, it is not mandatory that the VIM API
endpoints are accessible from it. In other words, since the NFVO handles communication with OpenStack,
the slicer does not need direct access to the latter.

3.5.3. Prerequisites
Connectivity
Connectivity between specific components needs to be ensured before running any tests, as described
above. In particular:
-

The slicer needs to be able to communicate with eNodeBs, the NFVO, and the RAN controller.

-

The NFVO needs to be able to access the OpenStack API endpoints.

-

The MME virtual instance instantiated on OpenStack should be accessible, e.g., over its
floating/public IP, by the eNodeB.

-

The HSS and the MME virtual (or physical) machines should have IP connectivity.

-

The S/P-GW virtual (or physical) machine should be accessible by the MME and, if possible, have
Internet connectivity, if the demonstrated application at the UE end requires it.

Precedence rules
The components of our architecture need to be deployed with a specific order (the same applies to subslices, but this is handled by the slicer).
1. Slicer
2. Default MME/EPC. The current OAI implementation mandates that the MME is launched before
the eNodeB, for the latter to execute the S1AP protocol. Therefore, there should be an MME
instance in place, which could be part of the default slice. Other (virtual) MMEs corresponding to
other slices are naturally instantiated after the eNodeBs.
3. RAN controller. The RAN controller needs to be in operation before the eNodeBs it controls,
because by design the latter need to start TCP connections to it, over which the FlexRAN
southbound protocol is executed. For the current OAI eNodeB implementation, it is not possible
to start an eNodeB with agent support without its controller already running.
4. OpenStack: The cloud services need to have been started before a new slice instantiation request
arrives at the slicer. If the default MME is to be executed as a virtual instance over this VIM, then
OpenStack services need to be up beforehand to host the default MME.
5. NFVO

3.5.4. Overall functional evaluation
In this section, we present a set of functional tests to verify the correct operation of (i) the slice
orchestration components, and (ii) the end-to-end slice itself. This evaluation is thus mostly qualitative. For
each evaluated feature, a table summarizing the functions involved, the preconditions, the workload
and/or test description, and the expected output is presented.
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The functional tests presented here have been successfully passed.
Test purpose

RAN subslice creation

Functions
involved

eNodeB agent, RAN controller, MME, slicer

Preconditions

Work load
description

-

The OAI eNodeB software is compiled with RAN agent support (i.e.,
implementing the FlexRAN protocol) and has the required extensions for
slicing built in (S1-flex agent, support for multiple PLMNs and MME
associations).

-

The components of the architecture are launched with the appropriate
order.

The setup of a RAN subslice is part of end-to-end slice creation and is not supposed
to take place independently. In order to test this function in isolation, the following
steps are taken:
-

Start the eNodeB software. The eNodeB registers itself with the RAN
controller using the FlexRAN protocol.

-

Access the RAN controller’s NBI to install a RAN resource
allocation/sharing policy. This involves a REST API call (HTTP) which will
trigger a communication between the controller and the eNodeB agent.
The API call can be executed from the command line using cURL.

-

Instruct the eNodeB to execute an S1AP association with a running MME
(the latter corresponds to the core network subslice). This takes place via
a southbound protocol that is implemented in a special S1-flex agent built
in the OAI eNodeB code. A command-line utility we have implemented to
test this feature is used.
Note that for this test the slicer software is not used. Rather, its interactions with
other components relevant with RAN subslice setup are carried out by other tools
(e.g., cURL for REST API calls, and our S1-flex agent client utility).
Expected Output

Test purpose
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-

The eNodeB successfully sets up a connection with the RAN controller. No
relevant error message is shown at the eNodeB side.

-

The HTTP message exchange between the RAN controller and the caller
takes place successfully. The caller receives HTTP status code 200.

-

The RAN controller successfully installs the new resource sharing policy. A
relevant message is shown at the eNodeB console.

-

The test utility successfully communicates with the eNodeB to instruct it
to execute an S1AP association with the MME. No error message is
received. Afterwards, a new S1AP association is created successfully
between the eNodeB and the MME. Relevant log messages at the MME
side show no errors.

Core subslice creation
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Functions
involved
Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output

Test purpose

5G!Pagoda

OAI eNodeB, NFVO, VIM/Cloud
-

The cloud infrastructure and the NFVO are operational.

-

The appropriate software images for the EPC components are available in
the cloud platform’s image store.

The purpose of this test is to verify the virtual EPC creation functionality via an
NFVO. The workload for this tests consists in the following:
-

A request for vEPC creation using the NFVO’s NBI. The same as with RAN
subslice setup applies here, too; the slicer software is not used directly,
since we aim to test the core subslice setup in isolation. An example of the
format of the body of this REST API call can be found in Section 3.5.2.

-

Optionally, REST API calls towards the NFVO to retrieve the status of the
vEPC deployment can be executed.

-

After the service is reported to be active by the NFVO, the eNodeB is
started and configured to connect to the virtual MME, so that it is verified
that the eNodeB can carry out the S1AP message exchange with the MME
launched on top of the underlying NFVI, thus the RAN and core subslice
stitching is shown to work.

-

SSH connections to the virtual EPC components need to be set up as soon
as the latter are operational, to verify that (i) the core network services are
up and running, (ii) are capable of communicating with one another, and
(iii) that their configuration files have been correctly created at boot time.

-

Optionally, the connectivity of the S/P-GW component to the Internet can
be checked.

-

The NFVO responds with an acknowledgement that the deployment of the
vEPC service has started. The status of the service is reported as
scheduled/pending. The HTTP response code is 200.

-

The status of the VMs that implement the vEPC functionality is monitored
via the OpenStack Horizon web front end or via the OpenStack command
line clients. All VMs should be reported to be active and no error message
should be displayed by OpenStack. An API call to the NFVO to retrieve the
vEPC service status should return an HTTP response where the service is
reported as active and which includes specific information such as the
floating IP address(es) of the vEPC component(s) and the SSH credentials
to access these virtual instances.

-

The configuration files of the HSS, MME and S/P-GW software are correctly
set up inside the respective VMs and the software has been automatically
started, without any errors showing up in the respective logs.

-

The eNodeB successfully sets up an S1AP association with the vMME. No
relevant error message is shown at the eNodeB or the MME side.

End-to-end slice creation
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Functions
involved
Preconditions

Work load
description

eNodeB agent, RAN controller, NFVO, slicer
-

The preconditions for both the RAN and core subslice creation tests.

-

The slicer microservice is up and running.

-

The slice blueprint is already present in the slicer’s catalogue.

-

The NFVO is accessible from the slicer.

-

The precedence rules presented in Section 3.5.3 are respected.

This test evaluates the functionality of end-to-end slice creation via the slicer’s NBI.
As such, if this test is successful, the success of the previous tests regarding
subslices is implied. The following steps are taken (assuming that all the necessary
components are up and running):
-

Creation of a JSON file with the slice creation request as shown in Section
3.5.1, and use of the command-line slicer client utility to access the
respective slicer API endpoint and execute the request with the JSON file
as the body.

-

Optionally, using the client utility, the slice registry can be retrieved and
the status of the slice can be checked.
The above communication involves only a few REST API calls. However, the slice
deployment request involves further communication between the other
components of the architecture, as explained in Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and in the
description of the previous test scenarios.
Expected Output

The output of this test case includes the output of both subslice setup tests.
Furthermore, it is expected that while slice creation is in progress, any API calls to
access the status of the slice will report it as scheduled/pending. As soon as the
slice is deployed and usable, its status in the API response should be reported as
active.

Test purpose

Network slice selection function

Functions
involved

eNodeB, (v)MME, HSS, S/P-GW, slicer, UE

Preconditions

Work load
description
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-

A default and a dedicated slice are already deployed and in operational
state.

-

The slicer microservice is up and running.

This test evaluates the operation of the slice selection function. A UE whose IMSI
is registered with an already deployed slice is powered up. The eNodeB extracts
the UE IMSI from the RRC messages and executes a REST API call to the slicer’s NSSF
endpoint including the IMSI in the JSON-formatted request body. The slicer
responds with the identifier (IP address) of the selected virtual MME, which is part
of the appropriate core network subslice for this UE. The eNodeB continues by
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executing the S1 protocol with the selected MME. Data plane connectivity is finally
set up for this UE via the appropriate S/P-GW.
Expected Output

The UE has data-plane connectivity and is served by the core network subslice
corresponding to the slice it belongs to. Each of the main steps of the slice selection
function comes with its specific output:
-

Upon accessing the slicer’s slice selection API endpoint, the eNodeB
receives an HTTP response with status code 200 including MME
identification information.

-

The appropriate MME reports the UE as associated.

- A GTP tunnel is setup with the appropriate S/P-GW.
Note that by delegating the core network selection functionality to the slicer
instead of carrying it out locally and in a distributed way at the eNodeBs, some
overhead is introduced due to the additional HTTP-based communication between
the eNodeB and the slicer. This overhead may affect the time it takes for a UE to
attach to the network. In our tests, for a lightly loaded slicer, this overhead
amounted to 36 ms, which can be considered acceptable.

Test purpose

End-to-end connectivity

Functions
involved

eNodeB, (v)EPC, UE, slicer

Preconditions

Work load
description

Expected Output
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-

Two end-to-end slices are up and running.

-

The slicer microservice is up and running.

-

Two UEs are available, each registered in a different slice.

-

The S/P-gateway has Internet connectivity.

-

Two UEs belonging to different slices attach to the network. Each one is
directed to a different core network instance, according to the decision of
the slicer when running the slice selection function.

-

The two UEs are simultaneously accessing Internet hosted services over
the shared sliced network. At least one of the two UEs is accessing a
multimedia service (YouTube, WhatsApp).

-

The same output as the slice selection function tests. Each UE is connected
to a different core network subslice instance. Both UEs have data plane
connectivity and Internet access via their corresponding S/P-GW.

-

A third-party Internet-based multimedia service is accessed by at least one
UE with acceptable QoE, while the other UE is simultaneously connected
to the Internet.
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3.5.5. Non-functional evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is to quantify the overhead that comes with the flexibility of our end-to-end
slicing design. We approach this issue from two different perspectives, namely a system-centric one, which
aims to measure the overheads associated with slice instantiation, and a user-centric one, where we
evaluate the overhead imposed for end-users during the slice operation.
From a slice management viewpoint, we are measuring the delay from the moment slice instantiation is
requested over slicer’s NBI until the slice is fully operational. This system-imposed latency is incurred once
and can be broken down to the following components:
-

The time taken for the slicer to instantiate the slice-dedicated core network VNFs on the NFVI.

-

The time to communicate successfully with the eNodeB to notify it of the new vEPC instance and
instruct it to create a new association with it.

-

The delay to configure the RAN sub-slice for the participating eNodeBs, which involves accessing
the NBI of the RAN controller to update the radio resources to be shared at the RAN.

The overall latency overhead is dominated by the first component and is a function of the image size of the
VNFs to be deployed, some NFVI configuration options, and the core sub-slice specific reliability and other
requirements.
According to our testbed measurements, while it takes the slicer a few tens of milliseconds to communicate
with both the eNodeB and the RAN controller (0.036 s and 0.027 s, respectively), deploying core network
VNF images on OpenStack takes orders of magnitude more time. To demonstrate this, we have created
VNF instances from images of 10 different sizes, ranging from less than 1 GB to up to about 19 GB as
presented in Figure 44. Significant performance gains can be achieved if VNF images are already cached at
the compute nodes that will host the VNFs or if LXD containers are used with the Z File System (ZFS), since
the time to transfer them from the image store is eliminated.

Figure 44. VNF component instantiation times as a function of the VM/container image sizes.
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3.5.6. Conclusions and significant results
In this section, we described the design and implementation of end-to-end mobile network slicing. The
experimentation has given us insights into how the set of developed functions can be better utilized for
the overall performance enhancement of the system and how we can learn from them to better prepare
the orchestration platform to take proactive measures in terms of the provisioning of system resources for
network slice instances. Our results have shed light onto the limitations as well as the capacities of our Endto-End network slicer with respect to how fast a network slice can be instantiated from an end-to-end point
of view and what is the performance cost from a system and user perspectives that is traded off for the
achieved flexibility. Such results can be used as a basis to derive best practices for the operator of such a
system.
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4. Summary and Outlook
The objective of this deliverable includes the definition of a methodology for providing a coherent
perspective on the high level flexibility introduced by the 5G!Pagoda architecture. A simple, yet
comprehensive framework has been defined especially addressing the fundamental functionality within
the different network slices, such as deep data path programmability, customized control plane
components and the end-to-end service dimensioning.
In particular, a specific methodology along with specific KPIs for assessing the interoperability of the 5G
architecture and for evaluating the performance of the deep programmed network functions and the key
interfaces between the different services has been defined and, in some extent, validated by the
considered use cases, depending on the targeted features.
The evaluation methodology will be further developed and customized in the last year of the project and
the practical use cases will fully address the different KPIs in the final version.
The following use cases were taken into consideration:


ICN/CDN use case for Dynamic CDN as a Service (EU/JP)



IoT-Video Slices use case for dynamic slicing in emergency situations (EU)



Healthcare use case for the medical market applications (JP)



Deep Data Plane Programmability use case for realizing a highly programmable network node
architecture (EU/JP)



End-to-end slice instantiation use case for RAN, core network and transport slicing (EU)

The objective of the evaluation of proof-of concept use cases was to assess how well a set of services can
be combined in an integrated environment, in order to build end-to-end scenarios, suitable to be used by
some players, like e.g. MVNOs. The results clearly show that the 5G!Pagoda use case evaluations and proofof concept provided a set of innovative features especially in regard to the composition of the end-to-end
services as well as in the area of bringing network slicing features to the different network functions
implementations. By this, an essential step into the adoption of these technologies was achieved. This step
accelerates the adoption of the technology by providing practical hands-on technical know-how as
reported into this deliverable.

4.1. 5G!Pagoda Testbed
The 5G!Pagoda testbed architecture has been described in D5.1 “Initial Report on the integration of the
Testbeds, Experimentation and Evaluation” and reported here again despite it is not in the main scope of
this document in order to provide the updates of the current status and plans of the 5G!Pagoda common
testbed.
Figure 45 shows the main testbed architecture that consists of two main locations, Berlin and Tokyo,
interconnected through VPN tunnels. The same kind of infrastructure is present at both sites, to facilitate
the cooperation and deployment of new components.
The result is that slices can be deployed only in Tokyo or only Berlin, as well as E2E services through the
E2E layer orchestrator, as introduced in D4.2 “Network Slice orchestration” which is called Ericsson DSSO
in Figure 45. It instructs the different orchestrators, initially Open Baton (OB) on Berlin side, O3 on Tokyo
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side, how to deploy the services and network slices. Additional custom NFVOs can be integrated into the
overall architecture, by simply interacting with the E2E Orchestrator through a REST API and defining the
network services using the TOSCA format. Once the slice has been defined, an instance (deployment) of
the slice can be created. The deployment indicates the domain/location where the slice will be deployed.
The process of deploying a slice can involve multiple steps, which are defined as part of the domain
definition.

Figure 45 – Integrated Testbed Architecture
On the EU testbed side, the OpenStack data center will host the different slices that will be accessible from
the outside. Furthermore, a FLARE node will be installed on the Berlin side, in order to enable the same
types of deployments on both sides, using Docker containers. Open Baton (OB) is the main orchestrator of
the testbed, being a highly flexible framework capable of deploying both VMs and containers, depending
on the type of VNFM used. The slice orchestrator uses the ETSI NFV standard format to communicate the
service descriptors to OB.
On the Japan Testbed side, the test facilities of Nakao-lab resided in the campus of the University of Tokyo
(UT) will host the different slices that will be accessed from the outside through SINET research network.
SINET directly connects to the closed EU research network such as GEANT together with the Internet. UT
testbed provides the container or docker-based slice created in FLARE node provisioned by Hitachi
Orchestrator. The Hitachi orchestrator can manage other slices, for example, VMs provided by OpenStack.
The testbed configuration is showed in Figure 46 and is characterized by two VPN tunnels between Tokyo
and Berlin testbeds in order to split between control and data plane traffic. The tunnels are using IPsec
IKEv1 protocol with AES-128 bit encryption. The first tunnel is used for the control plane traffic and for
access to support services like git and repository servers. The second tunnel is used for control plane traffic
between the testbeds. On Japanese side, a single Yamaha VPN router device is used. On European side,
two virtualized pfSense routers are used (one instance for each tunnel).
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Figure 46 - Testbed Infrastructure

4.2. Integration status and plans
This section describes the current status of the 5G!Pagoda testbed and the integration plans:


As first step for building the common 5G!Pagoda testbed, the VPN connection between Berlin and
Tokyo testbeds has been successfully established.



The testbed in Geneva is hosting part of the IoT-Video slice use case scenario and working on the
interconnection and integration with Berlin testbed through a VPN connection.



The data center in Berlin will host slices from partners using floating IPs.



The end-to-end orchestrator will be deployed in the Berlin data center and will have access to the
Japanese side as well in order to communicate also with NFVO deployed in Japan.



The first experiment of end-to-end communication was successfully performed, as showed in
Figure 47. It consists in the communication between Europe and Japan over the 5G!Pagoda
common infrastructure. The Japanese side of the testbed includes a FLARE node which is used to
run the OAI EPC and OAI eNodeB. On the Berlin side a data center is used to run Open5Gcore core
network slice which is connected to an Airspan micro eNodeB. On both sides smartphones are
connected to the EPCs. The control plane IP addresses of the UEs are connected via the second
VPN tunnel. They can reach each other directly without NAT.
Furthermore, the next step will include the complete integration of the control plane of
Open5GCore with the user plane of FLARE switch through the OpenFlow implementation.
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Figure 47 - UE-to-UE communication between Tokyo and Berlin


Initial system test of ICN-CDN use case scenario is successfully carried out in open stack
environment under manual operation. The initial stage preparation to implement ICN slice on
FLARE system is successfully done. Automated ICN-CDN service realization on the 5G!Pagoda
architecture is the next step; that is under the Orchestrator control and ICN slice implementation
on FLARE.



The End-to-end slice instantiation and orchestration scenario has been successfully integrated at
AU platform. It has been demonstrated during the face-to-face meeting in Helsinki (September
2017).



Many improvements are planned to be integrated until the September 2018 meeting in Brussels
including SDN for a dynamic connectivity management, service containerization and integrated
ICN with CDN for content delivery.
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